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English has become increasingly more important in the field of academics due to the rapid 
development of global internationalisation. In the Netherlands, English has become the 
primary medium of instruction in many postgraduate courses. This study was conducted to 
investigate the use of spoken Dutch within two postgraduate courses with English as primary 
medium of instruction (EMI classrooms). It’s aim was provide an insight into the situation and 
aid in understanding the co-existence of Dutch and English. This research investigated three 
questions: 1) Is Dutch used in the EMI classroom? 2)What is the function of the use of Dutch 
and 3) How is the use of language perceived by the students? For this project, data were 
collected through the observation of lectures and interviews with students. The findings 
showed that Dutch was used by both lecturers and students, in many different situations (for 
example, mostly outside of the lecturers and in breaks) and served many different functions 
(for example as an unofficial medium of instruction, or to appeal for assistance when 
knowledge was lacked in English) This means that even though English is the primary medium 
of instruction, this does not mean that is not the only language that is being used. The language 
situation has become similar to a diglossic situation, in which Dutch and English rather 
comfortably co-exist. 
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Section 1 – Introduction 
1.1 Project overview. 
Due to the global internationalisation of recent times, English is becoming an increasingly 
significant language in higher education. In The Netherlands, the use of English in higher 
education is growing rapidly to ensure that Dutch higher education is more internationally 
accessible. To aid in the understanding of the current co-existence of Dutch and English in higher 
education, inspired by a similar study conducted in Sweden by Hedda Söderlundh (2010), the 
aim of this study is to investigate the use of spoken Dutch language within two postgraduate 
courses which have English as the primary medium of instruction (EMI classrooms). Before the 
beginning of the project, I expected Dutch to be used frequently within the academic domain, 
especially by native speakers and with a particular function or goal (such as e.g. clarification). In 
addition, in an attempt to also understand code-switching from the speaker’s point of view, the 
participants’ awareness of their language choices and language use were also examined. 
Furthermore, drawing on theories of pragmatics, code-switching and language 
appropriateness, I intended to combine the fields of sociolinguistics and linguistic anthropology.  
To provide an overview of what has been found prior to this specific project, literature 
concerning the position of English within the academic domain was reviewed first. This part 
specifically focused on how the position of English became what it is today, and what the 
consequences are for the language situation in higher education. Next, theories about code-
switching such as, for example, Gumperz’s (1982) ‘we vs. they’ theory and Goffman’s (1979) 
theory about changes in footing was discussed, followed by a discussion of code-switching’s 
particular functions that have been found in practice by Ljosland (2010) and Gotti (2015).  
Finally, literature concerning the perception of language by the speakers was discussed, 
specifically focussing on language awareness.  
To investigate the possible occurrence of code-switching, as discussed in the literature, 
in practice, I decided to conduct my research in two degree programmes in the Netherlands. The 
degree programmes examined are the MA in Linguistics, from Leiden University, and the LLM in 
Public International Law from Utrecht University. I chose these two because they are from 
significantly different academic fields, and therefore provided two different social contexts. The 
data were collected using qualitative research methods in the forms of lecture observations and 
interviews with students from both courses. Because language use in the academic domain has 
changed from one language to two languages, analysis of code-switching suddenly is relevant. 
(This will be further discussed in section 2). 
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 I believe this topic to be relevant to field of linguistics as the current language situation 
is new, in rapid development and it has not been investigated much. With this project, I 
attempted to provide an insight into the current situation and therefore aid in understanding 
what is happening and how to best adapt to and be involved in the situation.  
1.2 ‘Internationella universitet - Lokala Språkval’ by Hedda Söderlundh (2010).  
This study is inspired by a PhD thesis by Hedda Söderlundh. In 2010, she conducted a study 
called ‘Internationalla universitet – Lokala Språkval’ on spoken Swedish in English medium 
course environments. She examined the use of spoken Swedish in six university courses taken 
by both international and Swedish students. Her aim was to describe and understand the oral 
use of Swedish. The language use was studied from three different angles: The use of spoken 
Swedish, the functions of interaction, and the participants’ attitudes to Swedish and English. She 
chose observations, and interviews with lecturers and teaching staff as methods to collect her 
data, and combined her analysis with ethnographic knowledge of the broader social context of 
the courses. Söderlundh’s study showed that Swedish was spoken in all the courses that she 
examined. It is mainly used outside of the classroom context, in conversations not including 
foreign students. She argued that even though English is the official medium of instruction, that 
does not mean that it is the only language being used.  
 After reading Söderlundh’s study, I wondered whether the situation between English and 
Dutch in the Netherlands would be similar. Since I am personally enrolled in an English medium 
course in the Netherlands, I had access to a similar environment and having to write a thesis to 
finish my MA degree provided me with the perfect opportunity to start this project and work 
with this very interesting topic. 
1.3 Main research questions and clarifying sub questions. 
This research was carried out with the focus on three main research questions, similar to those 
designed by Söderlundh. By keeping them similar, I was able to compare the results of both 
projects. The third research question in this study is slightly different from the third question in 
Söderlundh’s project, focussing on the participant’s perception of their language use rather than 
their attitudes towards the language. I decided to focus on perception after I started reading 
more literature on the topic and noticed that the phenomenon of code switching is most often 
only researched from the perspective of the researcher. To provide insight in the perception and 
experiences of the participants themselves, I decided to include this question and examine this 
angle. A number of sub-questions were added to provide a clearer overview of what I wanted to 
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research and to organise the information better. The three main questions and added sub-
questions are: 
1) Is Dutch used in the EMI classroom? 
1.1 - If so, when, by whom, with whom and about what? 
 
2) What is the function of the use of Dutch? 
2.1 - Is the use of Dutch crucial for this (these) particular function(s)? 
(In other words, if the interaction would have been in another language, will its particular 
function be maintained or lost?).  
 
3) How is the use of language perceived by the students? 
3.1 - Are they aware of the change of language or not? 
3.2 - Have they consciously made the choice to code-switch?  
 
Section 2 presents an overview of the literature related to this topic and its background. Section 
3 will outline the methodology used for this particular project. Section 4 will present the results 
from the observations and the interviews, and briefly link them to the relevant literature. Section 
5 will present a discussion in which a number of theories discussed in Section 2 will be connected 
to the data that was found. Finally, Section 6 will present the conclusion, in which the above 
mentioned research questions will be answered.  
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Section 2 - Literature overview 
2.1 English as the academic Lingua Franca.  
Before diving into the main topic of this research, it is important to illustrate the position of the 
English in the academic domain, as it is the main foundation of the academic multilingual 
situation which makes a research such as this possible. Therefore, this first part briefly considers 
the position of English as the academic lingua franca.  
Due to the current rise of internationalisation and globalisation, English has become a 
very dominant language in many domains nowadays. Coleman termed this process the 
‘Microsoft effect’: “once a medium obtains a dominant market share, it becomes less and less 
practical to opt for another medium and the dominance is thus enhanced” (2006:4). Academics 
is one of the domains in which this ‘Microsoft effect’ is likely to have taken place and English has 
become very important. As a result, there is a steady increase in the use of English as the primary 
medium of instruction in higher education. Björkman (2011) mentioned that this increase is 
likely brought on by the current increased academic mobility and student exchange 
programmes. Higher education nowadays is no longer reserved for the elite only, but has become 
part of a globalised market. Students are moving all over the world more than ever and 
competition between academic institutions has become more intense (Coleman, 2006). The 
result now frequently observed in higher education is an international situation in which the 
academic staff and the students (both native and non-native speakers) use English as a lingua 
franca (ELF). Ljosland (2011) discussed two definitions of ELF drawn from the works of Swann 
et al and Seidlhofer: the first describing a lingua franca as “any language serving as the means of 
communication between speakers of different languages” (2004:184), and the latter describing 
English as a lingua franca as “communication in English by speakers with different first 
languages” (2005:339).  
 
2.1.1. Motivations for the adoption of English  
Yet, the question that remains is why higher education institutes choose English instead of their 
national language(s). Coleman (2006) discussed several studies exploring the reasoning and 
motivations behind the adoption of English as the primary medium of instruction. The main 
motivation that stands out is participation in higher education exchange programmes. 
Specifically in countries whose language is not spoken widely outside their own borders, 
providing academic opportunity for international exchange students is only possible when the 
programmes are in an international language, most likely English. As competition between 
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higher education institutes is growing, the recruitment of international students is becoming an 
important factor in strengthening institutional prestige. Universities with a high number of 
international students and staff are often easily seen as ‘better’, further developed and therefore 
more attractive for prospective students. However, it is not only the institution’s status that can 
benefit from the recruitment of international students and staff. Coleman explained that it can 
also lead to more funding for research and development, create an opportunity for Content and 
Language Integrated Learning (CLIL), increase student and staff mobility, and enhance the 
employment opportunities for students after graduation (Ljosland, 2011). Thus, to be able to 
accomplish such a position, higher education institutions more often introduce English taught 
courses and degree programmes into their national curriculum. Aside from the institutional 
benefits, gaining the opportunity to study abroad during higher education can be very successful 
in preparing students for the working life, particularly with regards to international careers and 
networks.  
 
2.1.2 A newly emerging language situation 
With English slowly developing into the academic lingua franca, a new bilingual language 
situation is emerging in higher education in non-English speaking countries. There are several 
definitions used to classify bilinguals and multilinguals. Bhatia and Ritchie mentioned that the 
terms are largely used to refer to “individuals who have obtained the ability to use more than 
one language” (2013:110) and go on to discuss the definition by Bloomfield, that “it is often 
believed that bilinguals are individuals who have native-like control of two languages” 
(2013:111). This is true for a vast number of bilingual people, yet it excludes the majority. 
Haugen (1953) defined bilinguals as individuals who are fluent in one language but can produce 
meaningful utterances in another. This does include people who have non-native language 
abilities in their L2, but it, similarly to Bhatia and Ritchie, neglects the fact that ability and use of 
the dominant language can also vary and change over time. More recently, broader definitions 
have been devised, such as that from Valdés and Figueroa who define bilinguals as “an individual 
who possesses more than one language competence” (1994:8) and Grosjean who interpreted 
bilinguals as “those people who need and use more than two languages (or dialects) in their 
everyday lives” (2010:4). These broader definitions allow researchers to examine language 
abilities in a more dynamic sense.  
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This particular situation, in which two languages – English and the native language – have 
come to co-exist1, as it were, can be interpreted as diglossia. Yule (2006) describes diglossia as a 
special situation involving two specific varieties of languages. A ‘low’ variety is used for everyday 
communication, and a ‘high’ variety is used for formal and important communication.  Gardner-
Chloros (2009) mentioned that diglossia provides a very useful basis for describing bilingual 
situations. Diglossia focusses on the functional differences between the used varieties of the 
same language. Bilingual situations such as the one that has recently emerged in higher 
education can be interpreted as being diglossic as well. Söderlundh (2010) found that, in higher 
education in Sweden, English has become the official medium of instruction and official 
communication and Swedish is used as the medium of private communication. Thus, English 
functions as the ‘high’ variety and Swedish functions as the ‘low’ variety. Meyerhoff (2011) 
discussed language choice in multilingualism and referred to a bilingual situation as being 
diglossic because the different languages have more or less vitality in different domains. One 
language may be used for a specific social context or functions, whereas the other is reserved for 
the other remaining contexts and functions.  
Yet, due to the co-existence of two languages and their use being alternated based on the 
specific contexts in which they are used, it is not surprising that bilingual speakers master the 
ability to alternate between both languages, and sometimes even mix them. The following 
section of this piece will focus on exactly this process: code-switching.   
 
2.2. Code-switching in multilingual academic environments.  
The current language situation in academics in countries such as, for example, the Netherlands 
almost certainly requires the students to speak and understand English next to their native 
tongue. As a result, most students in Dutch universities, especially at post graduate level, are 
bilingual. Bilinguals have the ability to alternate between the languages they speak, they can 
switch codes. This project examines the use of Dutch in an English medium situation. In other 
words, it examines if the students and lecturers code-switch, and if so, how and why they do it. 
Therefore, the following section will discuss theories about what code-switching is and, how and 
in what ways it can occur.  
                                                          
1 There are non-English speaking countries where a situation emerges with more than two languages co-existing when 
the particular country has more than one official native language. But, as this is not the case in the particular situation 
that will be explored for this research, I have chosen not to include and describe these situations. 
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As mentioned above, bilinguals’ use of each of their languages varies greatly. It can 
depend on, for example, the content, purpose, interlocutors, psychological conditions (such as 
stress) and formality/informality of the social setting. Bilinguals are known to alternate between 
the language varieties that they have access to, a process commonly referred to as code-
switching.  “The alternation of linguistic varieties in the same conversation” is one of the most 
famous definitions of code-switching by Myers-Scotton (1993:2). Code-switching, thus, occurs 
when a bilingual speaker substitutes a word or phrase in one language with a counterpart in 
another language (Bhatia and Richie, 1996 and others, in Bhatia and Ritchie, 2013). It is 
important to note that the speaker alternates language in an unchanged speech situation on the 
level of words, phrases or full sentences (Toribio, 2004). The speaker could have continued using 
the same language as they did previously in the particular speech situation, but they did not. A 
language change takes place, but the situation remains the same. Bhatia and Ritchie (2013) 
mentioned that is often observed that bilinguals can switch from one language to another with 
as much ease and competence as a driver of a stick-shift car changes gear. Quickly, and it seems 
as if it has almost become an automatic process. Bilinguals often strategically choose to code-
switch in order to express themselves more accurately and be better understood. 
Furthermore, it is important to understand that what linguists classify as being ‘codes’ 
may not always be perceived as such by the participants (Auer, 1999). For instance, a linguist 
may believe a switch has taken place while the participant does not perceive this the same way. 
When defining the different ‘codes’ while discussing and analysing code-switching, it is 
important to make sure that the linguist’s labels are indeed similar to the participant’s labels. 
Auer described this as follows: “If code-switching is indeed the alternation of two codes such 
that participants see it as such, the question of what is a ‘code’ must be answered. It must refer 
to participants’, not linguists’ or researchers’ notions of ‘code A’ and ‘code B’. It implies a shift 
from a structural to an interpretational approach to bilingualism” (1999:13). He pointed out that 
the participants’ point of view is important in understanding the social motivations for the 
change. 
 
2.2.1 Social factors in code-switching 
As emphasised above, the speaker’s position is very important when attempting to understand 
the code-switching phenomenon. Gardner-Chloros (2009), when discussing social factors in 
code-switching, stated that the motivation for code-switching not only builds on factors 
connected to language, but also on factors independent of the varieties themselves. Such factors 
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include the speaker’s competence in relation to that of their interlocutors, the identities they 
perceive and can convey in each language, and the acceptability of code-switching in the 
particular contexts and networks. Thomason and Kaufman (1988) have conducted a rather 
significant research concerning language change emerging from language contact situations. 
They aimed to generalise the social factors that drive, influence, and affect language change 
(Thomason & Kaufman, 1988). Their approach, according to Gardner Chloros, was new because 
of “their conviction that social factors determine fundamental aspects of language change” 
(2009:36).  
Looking at these factors from a sociolinguistic point of view, there are three types of 
factors that may lead to the form of code-switching. First, factors affecting all speakers of the 
varieties in a community that are independent of the speakers and circumstances themselves. 
Second, factors related to the speaker, both as individual and member of a group, such as, for 
instance, their competence in each language, social network and relations, attitudes and self-
perception. And third, factors related to the conversation in which code-switching occurs 
(Gardner-Chloros, 2009).  
 
2.2.2. Theories concerning the occurrence of code-switching.  
Goffman’s (1979) notion of ‘Footing’, developed with reference to monolingual speech, is also 
very relevant to code-switching in bilinguals. Goffman stated that: “A change in footing implies 
a change in the alignment we take up to ourselves and the others present as expressed in the 
way we manage the production and reception of an utterance”(1979:5) He mentioned that a 
change in footing is the same as a change in our frame of events. Moreover, a change in footing 
is very often language based or if not, at least some paralinguistic markers will feature. An 
example of a language based change in footing is the switch from a formal to an informal register 
when addressing someone. This change can be interpreted as jumping from one block to 
another. One block represents the formal relationship between speaker and addressee whereas 
the other block represents the informal relationship. By changing register, the footing of the 
speaker changes and therefore the relation and appropriate form of speech change too. 
Carol Myers-Scotton (1983; 1993) created the ‘Markedness Model’ in an attempt to 
integrate all information in a more comprehensive model. She argued that in any given social 
circumstance, a particular use of language is expected or unmarked (i.e. the unremarkable 
choice). For example, switching to a local dialect to talk about home or your family is unmarked, 
whereas using the local dialect in public speech is a marked (i.e. unexpected or strange) choice. 
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Moreover, she made a distinction between the allocational and interactional paradigms. The 
allocational paradigm is when a social structure determines language behaviour, and the 
interactional paradigm is when individuals make rational choices to achieve their goals. This 
distinction is similar to the distinction between situational and metaphorical code-switching 
made by Blom and Gumperz (1972), which will be discussed below.  
There is no simple one to one relationship between the specific speech varieties and 
specific social identities. Apart from the fact that language use varies with social background, the 
same individual is not always consistent in their choices. They can identify with one set of values 
in one occasion and something completely different in another. Contextual clues are necessary 
to attempt to understand the reasoning behind the choices. According to Blom and Gumperz 
(1972), the form of a verbal message can be directly affected by three things: 
1) the participants, (audience, addressee and speakers) 
2)  the ecological surroundings (setting) 
3) the topic or range of topics.  
When the social situation within the same setting changes for the participants, this change can 
be signalled through linguistic clues. Blom and Gumperz (1972) described a situation in which a 
group of outsiders stepped up to a group of locals in conversation. Their arrival brought forth a 
change in casual posture of the group and elicited a code-switch from the local dialect to the 
standard variant, marked also by a small change in channel cues such as rhythm and sentence 
speed. Similarly, they discuss an example where lecturers commented that a lecture with formal 
context in which no interruptions were desired was given in the standard variant, whereas they 
would shift to the local dialect to encourage a free and open discussion amongst their students. 
Blom and Gumperz (1972) labelled this kind of language change as situational code-switching. 
Important for situational code-switching is that it assumes a direct connection between language 
and the social situation. The linguistic forms that are used in the speech event are a key feature. 
A change in the use of these forms can change the members’ perception of the situation. 
Furthermore, freedom in the choice of speech differs in many situations. In strict religious 
services, given as an example by Blom and Gumperz (1972), people need to be careful with their 
choice of words and avoid changes in pronunciation to not affect the effectiveness of the 
ceremony.  
On the other hand, there are also instances where language choice is more free and 
directed differently. People can use a local dialect in combination with the standard variant 
within the same situation. According to Blom and Gumperz (1972), in these cases, the language 
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choice relates to the topic of discussion rather than a change in situation. The situations allow 
for two or more relations between the same participants. The choice to use either one or the 
other language reinforces the preferred relationship of that particular moment. This kind of 
language change is labelled metaphorical code-switching. The relationship between variables 
and social situations is what determines the meaning of metaphorical code-switching. If an 
alternation is used regularly in a specific contexts it eventually becomes part of its meaning. 
Therefore, any variation in the use of alternation will become strange.  
 
2.2.3. ‘we’ code vs. ‘they code’  
One of the most famous notions about code-switching is the ‘we code’ vs. ‘they code’ by Gumperz 
(1982). Gumperz suggested that the ethnically specific, minority language is regarded as the ‘we 
code’ and is associated with the group specific and informal activities and the majority language, 
associated with more formal and non-group specific activities is regarded as the ‘they code’ 
(1982:66). Yet, he did emphasise that the relation between communicative style and identity 
does not necessarily predict usage, thus the relationship is indirect, symbolic.  
Gumperz (1982) mentioned that it can very well be possible that code-switching serves 
communicative functions, if members agree on interpretations of switching in context and can 
categorise others based on their switching. The particular functions that code-switching can 
possibly have will be examined in the following section. 
 
2.2.4 More specific functions of code-switching 
Appel and Muysken (2005) described 5 reasons why speakers switch code. First, switching can 
have a referential function because it can involve the lack of knowledge in one language. A topic 
may be discussed in one certain language, whereas a change of topic can lead to a switch in 
language, because another language is more suitable for explanation. Or, a word in the other 
language may be more semantically fitting. Furthermore, they stated that this is the function that 
bilingual speakers are most aware of. Bilingual speakers are usually able to explain why they 
switch, for instance, because they did not know a word in the target language. Second, switching 
can have a directive function because it involves the hearer directly. The directing to the hearer 
can take several forms, such as excluding or including someone in a conversation by (not) using 
their language. According to Appel and Muysken (2005), all participant-related switching has a 
directive function. Third, they referred to the expressive function previously emphasised by 
Poplack (1980). Speakers tend to express a mixed identity through the use of two languages. 
Fourth, switching can occur to indicate a change of tone in conversation which they called a 
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phatic function. This is also similar to metaphorical code-switching by Gumperz and Blom (1972) 
in section 2.2.2. Finally, a metalinguistic function is expressed when switching is used to 
comment (directly or indirectly) on the languages involved. Bilinguals can do this, for example, 
to impress others.  
Mauriziano Gotti (2015) explored code-switching and multilingualism in English medium 
education for academic and professional purposes. He described the role and several particular 
functions for code-switching in ELF communication as found by Klimpfinger (2007), Cogo 
(2009) and Ljosland (2010): 
Klimpfinger (2007) identified the following functions of the use of CS: 
 Specifying an addressee, which refers to the direction of speech to a specific addressee 
to invite him/her into the conversation.  
 Appealing for assistance, which refers to the asking for the missing term or phrase, or 
the inquiry whether a used form is correct.  
 Signalling culture, which can be implied in two ways: implicitly or explicitly; the latter 
occurring when a speaker refers to concept specifically related to a culture by using a 
foreign word.  
Cogo (2009) investigated the same topic and identified the following functions: 
 Offering an extra tool in communication that is at the disposal of multilingual speakers 
and allows for meaning making and greater nuances of expression. 
 Ensuring comprehension. 
Finally, Ljosland (2010) identified the following reasons concerning the choice of language in 
teaching activities where speakers code-switch: 
 The number of interlocutors and their language preferences. 
 In pairs or smaller groups, students and lecturers seem to feel that they are permitted to choose 
a language other than English if everyone present understands this language. In bigger groups 
including some who do not understand the other (often national) language, the preferred choice 
is English.  
 The type of situation or activity involved.  
Ljosland suggested that speakers themselves understand that some situations are ‘core teaching 
and learning situations’ and that they their preferred choice of language is English is such 
situations. However, other situations can be perceived as ‘fringe’ situations, where interaction 
in other languages seems permitted. ‘Fringe’ situations include social interaction, informal 
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conversations before and after lectures, and other types of conversations not directly associated 
with the main teaching and learning activities.  
Hedda Söderlundh (2010) identified several functions of Swedish in her similar study on 
language choices. Swedish was most commonly used in the following forms: 
 An unofficial medium of instruction.  
As an unofficial medium of instruction, Söderlundh concluded, Swedish is used in all the contexts 
and situations arising on the courses that involve only Swedish speakers, such as interactions 
between Swedish speaking teachers and students, or lectures with no exchange students 
present. 
 A study language 
As a study language, it occured during practical sessions and group work, but also in group 
discussions during classes, lectures and seminars. Talk in Swedish sometimes included a 
scattering of English words and terms. The analysis showed that language use can be linked to 
the material students are working with.  
In addition to the functions found concerning instruction language, she also identified 
several social and interactional functions: 
 Reinforcement or establishment of a context of off-task or procedure related talk. 
Swedish was often multifunctional, fulfilling several parallel functions in an interaction. For 
example, a switch to Swedish may both reinforce a context and address what is said to another 
Swedish speaker in the lecture or seminar room. Gumperz (1982) mentioned a similar function 
he called reiteration. Characteristic of this was that something said in one code was often 
repeated in the other code as well, which may serve as clarification, but more commonly to 
amplify or emphasise the message.  
 For solving problem arising in the production or understanding of English.  
 Exclusionary function 
Exclusionary function: Questions in Swedish to the lecturer or to other Swedish speaking 
students, were one way in which Swedish students participated in communication. It is 
interesting, though, that in her data, the international students did not once protest against this 
use of Swedish, even though it excludes them for the conversation. It seems as though there was 
some kind of mutual understanding about this form of language usage.  
Finally, Söderlundh (2010) also mentioned a less common function: 
 Occurring as local loans words  
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She described local loan words as words from the university domain that are repeatedly said in 
Swedish. 
 
2.3 Perception of language use by multilingual people 
2.3.1. Language choice 
The section discussed above showed that code-switching can occur based on several external 
factors, such as a change in situation or topic. However, for this particular project, the internal 
motivation of the speaker will also be examined. This particular section will discuss theories 
relating internal factors that can cause the speaker to switch codes. 
According to Meyerhoff, the term audience design “classifies both the behaviour (the 
speaker is seen as proactively designing their speech to the needs of a particular audience) and 
encapsulates the presumed motive for the behaviour (who is the speaker’s audience)” 
(2011:46). Audience design is said to explain that intraspeaker variation in speech arises 
because the speaker is paying attention to whom they are addressing and who might be listening 
or overhearing them (Meyerhoff, 2011). This means that the particular audience involved in the 
interaction is a possible determining factor for the language choice of the speaker. However, it 
is important to distinguish between different kinds of audience. The sociolinguist Allan Bell 
designed a framework which described the above mentioned distinction. Bell (1984) mentioned 
four types of audience that can be involved in a conversation. First, the addressee, is the person 
that we are directly speaking with. Bell suggested that this is the person that makes the biggest 
impact on how we speak. Other than the addressee, it is important to also take note of those who 
are not directly being addressed but who are listening. For these, Bell proposed a distinction 
between three types: the auditors, overhearers and eavesdroppers. Each of these types would 
have less and less influence on the way of speaking. I choose to make a further distinction within 
these four types of audience; the addressee on one side, being the direct audience, and the 
auditors, overhearers and eavesdroppers on the other, being the indirect audience.  
The design of speech with regards to the audience can be a highly relevant factor in a 
person’s decision to use one or another language. For instance, in the case of a bilingual speaker, 
the language background of the audience plays a role in their choice of language for 
communication. If the speaker knows that they and their addressee have one or more languages 
in common, it is likely that the bilingual speaker will choose to address them in one of those 
languages. The speaker is then certain that their addressee will be able to understand them, and 
thus communication can take place unhindered. But, if we move beyond the language 
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background of the direct audience, into that of the indirect audience, other motivations for 
language choice may arise. If the speaker and their addressee have two languages in common 
but the speaker is aware that there are people in their current indirect audience that do not 
speak and/or understand one of these languages, they have two choices. They can choose to 
remain speaking their first chosen language and thus excluding those who do not understand it 
from the conversation. Or they can chose to switch to the other possible language to include 
them in the conversation, thus adapting their speech to the needs of their indirect audience as 
well.  
 
2.3.2. Code-switching and social/cultural identity 
According to Auer (2005:404), “social identity is clearly a useful mediating concept between 
language and social structure”. He stated that it enables one to see interactants as being involved 
in (linguistic) acts of identity, with which, through certain speaking styles, they present 
themselves to be a member of a group. Furthermore, the most obvious link between identity and 
code-switching would be to create a distinction between being monolingual and being bilingual 
(Auer, 2005) However, Auer emphasised that code-switching usually symbolises identities 
beyond linguistic facts. Most bilingual people do not consider themselves part of the same group 
simply because they speak more than one language (in contrast to monolingual people). In this 
sense, bilingualism in itself cannot be seen as a membership category.  
Gafaranga (2005) argued that the relationship between identity and language alternation 
is influenced by the ‘language reflects society’ perspective. He posed that language itself is a 
social structure. Auer (2005) described that Gafaranga (2005) thought of cases in which the only 
means by which a social group is identified is through a certain given language. In other words, 
the use of a particular language represents a certain identity, and therefore language becomes a 
social structure. This is particularly important when language alternation is an index of 
membership of a particular ethnic group. In these contexts, language plays an exclusive role in 
categorising ethnic groups. However, he went on by stating that, in most cases, language is not 
seen as a creating factor but rather as a reflecting factor of social (such as ethnic) structures. 
Language can be an index of membership of a particular group, but membership itself is usually 
based on other factors such as culture, race, or ancestry. Thus, for example, a person’s cultural 
identity can be based on their ancestry and upbringing. Their cultural/social identity is reflected, 
not created, by speaking the language associated with this particular group. 
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2.3.3. Linguistic awareness 
One of the research questions of this project focussed on the fact of whether the participants are 
aware of their language choices and whether they consciously make the choice to use one 
language instead of the other. One of the things that can possibly influence this choice is a 
person’s linguistic awareness. Kroskrity (2004) emphasised that Silverstein’s early research on 
awareness clearly established that viewing the speaker’s awareness of the linguistic system as 
part of language is very important. In his article called Limits of awareness, Silverstein (1979) 
discussed several instances in which awareness is not always complete, thus limited, even 
though the speaker may not feel this way. For example, in his final summary, Silverstein 
mentioned Whorf’s invention of the ‘cryptotypic’ or ,in more common terms, ‘deep’/ ‘underlying’ 
semantic structures that one can find behind the overt forms of speech. He described that a 
native speaker is usually aware of the overt lexical forms of speech and therefore reason from 
misleading or wrong analogies. Thus, Silverstein explained that Whorf is contrasting native 
awareness of suggestive referential patterns of overt lexical forms with the linguist’s awareness 
of the underlying semantic structure of these forms achieved by analysis. Which means that the 
native speaker is inaccurate in his awareness of his language, as he lacks the understanding that 
the linguist does have. This difference in awareness between speakers and linguists is not only 
relevant in the situation that Silverstein described. It seems very likely that everyone who 
produces language is consciously aware of most parts of language. But, there may be things that 
they do produce and are not consciously aware of at that very moment. The point Silverstein 
made concerns the notion that certain aspects of language are more noticeable than others. 
Lexical items are much more noticeable than for example grammatical or semantical patterns. 
Patterns tend to slip below a person’s metalinguistic awareness, whereas words, because they 
are more noticeable, do not. Code-switching is only meaningful if the switch is meaningful and 
to be meaningful it must be noticeable. Because language patterns can slip a person’s 
metalinguistic awareness, bilinguals can use one language mixed with another without 
necessarily noticing it. In relation to this project, it may be possible that the participants mix 
parts of Dutch with English without being aware of it. They can code-switch by using words or 
phrases from Dutch whilst speaking English, but these switches are unlikely to occur unnoticed 
because they concern words. The use of a typically Dutch grammatical structure with English 
words, may go unnoticed, as the sentence may not necessarily sound or be perceived as wrong 
while, syntactically speaking, it would be incorrect in English.  
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 In addition to conscious production of language based on awareness, unconscious 
production is also a possibility. Riehl (2005) discussed the notion of psycholinguistic 
conditioned code-switching, which concerns code-switches that are non-intentional and just 
‘happen’ within speech of bilinguals. It seems likely that the speaker is not consciously aware of 
the production of these words or utterances, because they are perceived as ‘just happening’. 
Riehl presented several examples of these switches. First, the use of proper nouns in their 
original phonological format, because they usually do not have a translation equivalent in the 
other language. Second, the use of lexical transfers by a certain speaker, even though there may 
a translation equivalent available. Third, Riehl (2005) mentioned bilingual homophones, which 
are words that sounds the same or similar in the two (or more) languages of the speaker. This is 
more common when the speakers two languages are genetically close related and thus often also 
typologically similar. Finally, the last category that Riehl (2005) discussed are discourse 
markers. She explained that discourse markers can be easily borrowed in language contact 
situations because they are easily detachable. Discourse markers can be used to organise the 
communication process and are, according to Riehl, therefore pragmatically detachable from the 
language system. Thus, “in many bilingual speech communities, discourse markers from only 
one of the speaker’s languages become part of the interactional system, irrespective of the 
language in use” (Riehl, 2005:1949).  It is therefore possible that the native Dutch speakers only 
use discourse markers in Dutch while speaking English. They are too natural to the speakers and 
, therefore,  also  likely uttered without the speaker consciously thinking about it. In this project, 
it will be interesting in which language discourse markers are uttered by the Dutch students and 
lecturers.  
 
The above mentioned literature served as a baseline for the interpretation of the results that 
emerged from this project. The methodology that was used to obtain the results for this project 
is described in the following section of this thesis.    
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Section 3 – Methodology 
 
3.1 Research overview  
Inspired by a similar study conducted by Hedda Söderlundh (2010), as described in section 1, 
the purpose of this thesis is to explore the use of Dutch within postgraduate courses with English 
as the primary medium of instruction. In short, Söderlundh examined the use of Swedish in 
English medium courses in Sweden. As a result of the current global significance of the English 
language, English medium courses are introduced more and more in postgraduate (and 
undergraduate) education. However, Söderlundh also mentioned that concern has risen because 
of the increasing dominance of English. Researchers fear that English may come to replace 
Swedish in these academic environments, and Swedish may cease to develop in this area. She 
therefore conducted her research, in an attempt to contribute to a better understanding of the 
relationship between Swedish and English in society.  
Whilst reading her study, I found that I was highly interested in the topic and felt a 
connection between the situation she described, and my own as a Dutch student following an 
English medium postgraduate programme. This connection caused me to wonder whether her 
findings would apply in the Netherlands as well, as the situation seemed so similar to me. As 
English is not an official language in the Netherlands, many postgraduate students are doing 
their studies in their second language rather than their mother tongue. Furthermore, in this 
country, English is also increasingly taking over Dutch as the primary medium of instruction in 
higher education, resulting in Dutch being less and less significant. The expression of concern 
with regards to Dutch disappearing from higher education in this country, and perhaps 
threatening the Dutch identity in higher education, therefore does not seem out of place either. 
Nevertheless, while pondering this topic before starting this project, I personally believed that 
the use of Dutch may indeed decrease because of the significance of English, but never 
completely disappear. The most straightforward reason for this is that the programmes are still 
taught in Dutch universities in the Netherlands, to a majority of students who are Dutch. In order 
to examine whether Söderlundh’s and others’ findings apply to a Dutch setting as well and to 
find out whether my personal expectations align with reality, I decided to pick this topic for my 
thesis.  
To outline the use of Dutch in postgraduate courses with English as the medium of 
instruction, this project will set out to answer the following three research questions: 
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1) Is Dutch used in the EMI classroom? 
1.1 - If so, when, by whom, with whom and about what? 
2) What is the function of the use of Dutch? 
2.1 Does the use of Dutch have a specific interactional function? 
2.1 - Is the use of Dutch crucial for this (these) particular function(s)? 
(In other words, if the interaction had in the other language, would its particular function have 
been maintained or lost?).  
3) How is the use of language perceived by the students? 
3.1 - Are they aware of the change of language or not? 
3.2 – Do they consciously make the choice to code-switch? Can they explain why or why not?  
 
3.2 Research approach  
3.2.1 Case study approach 
As this study focused on one particular phenomenon in two particular settings, I decided that a 
case study approach is most appropriate. Denscombe described that “the idea of a case study is 
that a spotlight is focussed on individual instance rather than a wide spectrum”(2003:30). The 
aim was to illustrate the general by looking at a particular instance. A case study provides an 
opportunity to explore a topic more in-depth and in detail than would be possible in a mass 
study. Because of the details, it may be so that things come to light that would have been 
overlooked in a superficial approach. This case focused on the experiences of people in relation 
to their language use, in combination with facts of their actual language production. This aligns 
with Denscombe: “Case studies focus on one instance of a particular phenomenon with the view 
of providing an in-depth account of events, relationships, experiences or processes occurring 
that particular instance” (2003:32). The phenomenon explored in this case is the use of Dutch, 
in two particular settings being two different postgraduate courses with English as the medium 
of instruction.  
 Furthermore, the focus on one particular phenomenon in two settings is also influenced 
by the fact that this project is conducted over a rather short period of time. Therefore, a case 
study approach was more appropriate and achievable than a more time consuming mass 
research. In addition, the settings investigated in this project were authentic and natural, 
meaning that they were not generated for this particular research. Finally, Denscombe (2003) 
described that a great value of a case study is that it provides to opportunity to look beyond the 
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fact that things happen and also examine why things happen. The aim of this study was not only 
to find out whether or not Dutch is used in these English medium courses, but also to find out 
more specific information such as with whom and about what is spoken, and whether the 
language use has a particular function. Using a case study approach has enabled me to focus on 
these topics and include the details that I have found in my analysis.  
 
3.2.2. Chosen programmes and courses 
The settings investigated for this research project consisted of two master degree courses taught 
in the Netherlands. To decide which samples were appropriate for this project, the notion of 
purposive sampling was taken into account. The samples were not selected on a random basis 
but rather on their relevance to the topic. According to Bryman, “purposive sampling places the 
investigator’s research questions at the heart of the sampling considerations” (2012:416). 
Furthermore, Bryman (2012) mentioned two levels of sampling: Sampling of context, which will 
be discussed here, and sampling of participants, which is to be discussed in subsection 3.2.3. With 
regards to the selection of programmes, the research questions for this project indicated that a 
postgraduate course environment was necessary for investigation, that the programmes needed 
to have English as the primary medium of instruction and needed be based in the Netherlands. I 
decided to investigate two programmes for the following reasons. First, generalisation and 
credibility of conclusions increases if similar data is found in both instances. Second, if the same 
data is found in both instances, the probability that the data was obtained by chance decreases 
as well. Bryman (2012) discussed a common strategy often used for sampling in case studies, 
which were applicable to this project as well. This strategy involves sampling for hetero-geneity, 
in this case being two different courses, and homo-geneity, in this case being programmes taught 
at the same level and in the same language.  
The first programme was the MA English Language and Linguistics, henceforth ELL, from 
Leiden University. This is the same programme in which I am enrolled and was therefore rather 
easily accessible for research. The MA ‘English Language and Linguistics’ is one of the ten 
specifications within the MA in Linguistics in Leiden. It is a one-year full degree programme, 
taught in English (Leiden University) For this project, lectures from the course Second Language 
Acquisition were observed and students enrolled in this course participated in interviews which 
will be discussed further below. I have chosen this course as a setting because it was accessible 
for research for me as a researcher, and the class consisted of a mix of both Dutch and 
international students. Also, ELL is a degree specialising in the English language, but this 
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particular course does not. Even though the course is taught in English, its focus is on another 
aspect of language study. Since the topic of investigation is Dutch language rather than English, 
I decided it was best to pick a course that did not focus on English language specifically.  
The second programme was the LLM Public International Law, henceforth PIL, from the 
Utrecht University. This programme was accessible for research for me through a personal 
friend who is enrolled in this programme. Bryman (2012) described using friends, contact, 
colleagues or academics to help you as one of the tactics for gaining access to your research 
environment, provided that it is relevant to your project. The LLM Public International Law is a 
degree programme at the faculty of Law of the University of Utrecht and offers two 
specialisations: ‘Environment and Law of the Sea’ and ‘Human Rights’. It is also a one-year full 
degree programme and taught in English (Utrecht University). For this project, lectures from the 
course International Water Law were observed and students from this course also participated 
in the interviews. I decided to use this course as I was able to gain access for research through 
my friend by contacting her lecturer. Moreover, this was also a course that did not focus on the 
language is was taught in specifically, which made it similar to the course chosen from the other 
programme.  
 
3.2.3. Participants 
As mentioned above, purposive sampling was incorporated in selecting the samples for this 
project. The research questions indicated that Dutch postgraduate students were necessary for 
investigation. The participants for the observations were the students currently enrolled in both 
courses, and their lecturers who were attending the lecture at the moment of observation. The 
criteria for selecting participants was rather broad because this project focused on language use 
and production within a course with English as medium of instruction. Not many detailed 
characteristics were required apart from the ability to speak Dutch and be a student or lecturer 
in the observed lecture. However, the selection of samples for the interview was more specific. 
All participants in the interviews were female, as only female students agreed to participate in 
one of the courses. To avoid differences in data based on gender as gender is not a topic of focus 
in this project, I decided to interview only female students from the other course as well. This 
also ensured that the samples from both courses were mostly the same. All participants 
interviewed were between the age of 20-30 years old and were native Dutch speakers. It is 
important to note that the interviewed participants of the ELL course were familiar with the 
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researcher from their previous study time, whereas the interviewed participants of the PIL 
course were not. 
3.3. Data Collection Methods and Analysis.  
The data for this thesis were collected using qualitative research methods. The decision to use 
qualitative rather than quantitative methods came from the fact that the topic of this thesis 
focuses on the production of language and the experience of its users and these things are best 
expressed using words rather than numbers. And, as Bryman (2012) stated, qualitative research 
emphasises words rather than numbers in the collection and analysis of data. Furthermore, 
many qualitative researchers aim to view the events, objects or phenomena they study through 
the eyes of their participants. The social aspect needs to be interpreted through the perspective 
of the people being studied, rather than focussing only on the researcher’s point of view. This 
was also the case for this project. The aim was not only to examine whether or not the Dutch 
language is used and what for, but also look into the reasoning behind the participants’ choices 
by asking them why? Using qualitative data collection methods allowed me to investigate more 
in-depth. And, taking the position of the participants can allow the researcher to raise the 
prospect that the participant may see and interpret things differently than the researcher or an 
outsider. This, as mentioned before in section 2, can be a very important in formulating 
assumptions and drawing conclusions about a person’s behaviour. 
One of the aims of this project was to see whether the findings of Söderlundh (2010) and 
others mentioned in section 2 apply to a Dutch academic setting. In a sense, their theories and 
findings were tested in a slightly different but similar environment. Qualitative data can have an 
important role in testing theories (Bryman, 2012). Silverman (1993) argued that qualitative 
research methods are more commonly used for testing theory in recent times. Söderlundh used 
qualitative methods in her study as well, so to be able to compare my findings to her findings, it 
was necessary to collect my data in a similar manner.  
The use of multiple methods for data collection is very common in qualitative research. 
An example of the most common multi-method approach used by researchers is a combination 
of ethnography or participant observation, and interviews. Both of these methods were used by 
Söderlundh, and were also the methods used in this project. Using multiple methods also 
ensured credibility and validity of the data by means of triangulation.  Participant observation 
allows the researcher to submerge themselves in a social setting in which the phenomenon they 
are studying may occur. It also allows them to start with a rather general research focus and 
gradually form a more specific focus, based on the data they are collecting (Bryman, 2012). It is 
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often the case that general ideas are developed from observation data and interviews are then 
additionally used to collect more specific data. However, Bell (1987) mentioned that direct 
observations may sometimes be more reliable than what people say in many instances. 
Observation data, other than interview data, shows what actually happens rather than what 
people perceive what happens. Nevertheless, interviews also provide very important data. The 
details of the methods used for this project will be outlined in the following two subsections.  
 
3.3.1 Participant Observation 
The first data of this project were collected by means of participant observation in the ELL and 
PIL courses. Three lectures of the second language acquisition course were observed, as well as 
three lectures from the international water law course. For both courses, lectures given by both 
Dutch and international lecturers were observed. The second language acquisition lectures were 
attended by an average of 17 Dutch students and 11 international students and taught by a Dutch 
lecturer and a guest speaker from Australia. The international water law courses were attended 
by an average of 10 Dutch students and 3 international students2 and taught by a Dutch lecturer 
and a Chinese lecturer. In both cases, the researcher assumed an overt role, meaning that the 
participants were aware of the observer’s status as a researcher. This is unlikely to have 
influenced the language behaviour of the participants, since they were not aware of the specific 
topic that the researcher was examining and therefore were not likely worried about it. It is 
important to note, that the ELL participants were familiar with the researcher as a person 
through their former study time together, and, therefore, were unlikely to be influenced much 
by her presence and status as a researcher. In the PIL course, the researcher was unfamiliar to 
the participants. The observer’s status as a researcher was overt, but the observer did not further 
participate in the lecture and thus did not stand out in the lecture setting. It is for these reasons 
that I believe the data to be mostly authentic and the same as it would have been in a situation 
without the researcher present.  
After receiving permission to record from all the participants present in each lecture, all 
six lectures were audio recorded. During the observation time, important instances and 
information were recorded in field notes by the researcher. For instance, when students began 
speaking Dutch amongst themselves, or when a particular term was used in Dutch, I made a note 
of this. After recording and observing the lectures, the audio recorded data was transcribed. I 
                                                          
2 The specific number of students attending each lecture is recorded in the transcription of the observed lesson in 
question. The transcriptions can be found in Appendix 8.1. 
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decided to transcribe the data myself, even though it was a rather time consuming task. The main 
reason for this was that I felt it to be important to be working with the data myself, and believed 
that it would support my understanding and aid in the analysis of the data. To provide a clearer 
overview of the data for analysis, a colour coding system was used in the transcriptions, to 
highlight what phrases were uttered by who. Furthermore, Dutch language was recorded in bolt 
font, so that it was easier to find while analysing the data.  
 
3.3.2 Interviews.  
In addition to the data collected using participant observation, more data was collected by 
conducting eight semi-structured interviews. Because the aim of the interviews was to 
investigate the participants’ thoughts, opinions and perceptions of their language use, semi-
structured interviews were most appropriate. It was also because of the focus on thought and 
perceptions of the participants that the interviews were conducted in Dutch. All participants 
(and the researcher) are native Dutch speakers and I expected them to be more comfortable 
discussing this rather unusual and complicated topic in Dutch rather than English and therefore 
produce more authentic and valid data. Before starting the interviews, a pilot interview was 
done with a student from a different course. After running the initial interview, we discussed the 
interview questions.  The aim of this was to find out how the questions would and could be 
interpreted by a participant, whether this corresponded with the intention of the interviewer, 
and if the interview would provide the data necessary to answer the research questions 
sufficiently. During this pilot, it was also checked whether the appointed time for the interview 
would be ample. After this pilot, two interview questions were adapted and one interview 
question was added. The timing and data was found to be sufficient. 
From both courses, four female participants were interviewed. Before starting the actual 
interview, the participants were asked for permission to participate and to be recorded. In 
addition, they were briefly informed about the topic of the study to give them an idea of what to 
expect. A small list of questions or topics3 to be covered was prepared and used based on the 
course of the conversation. The questions were kept near for reference during the interview, to 
ensure that important items were not overlooked and sufficient data was collected. The semi-
structured interview process is flexible, meaning it is possible that the interview does not follow 
the pre-set schedule or that questions that are not on the list may be asked as they are addressed 
by the participant or picked up on by the researcher (Bryman, 2012).  
                                                          
3 These questions can be found in Appendix 8.3. 
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In general, all necessary topics from the list were addressed in all the interviews, although not 
in any particular order. After finishing the interviews, the audio recordings were transcribed in 
the same manner as the observation data. Again a simple colour coding system was used to 
highlight which phrases were spoken by the participant and which by the interviewer.  
 
3.4 Ethical considerations 
First of all, all people who participated in this research were over the age of 18. Before the 
observation of lectures and the interviews, all participants were asked for permission to be 
observed or interviewed and audio-recorded. In both cases the participants were briefly 
informed about the purpose of the research. Finally, they were ensured that the data would only 
be used for this particularly project and that results would be presented anonymously.  
In addition,- it is important to note that I, as a researcher, was familiar to some the 
participants and regulations of one of the settings. It is nearly impossible to eliminate bias as it 
may always creep in, one way or another (Bell, 1987). However, Gavron (1966) argues that 
awareness and self-control can help. Lead by this notion, I consciously made the effort to observe 
and interpret as objectively as possible in both settings, despite familiarity with the participants. 
Furthermore, my assumptions and conclusions were read by my supervisor, who is neutral in 
any aspect of this research, in an attempt to decrease the influence of bias and familiarity.  
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Section 4 – Presentation of results.  
This section presents and analyses the data collected from this research. The results from the 
observed lectures are presented first, followed by the results from the interviews.  
Barely any Dutch was used in the third observed lecture of ELL, which means that the data from 
that lecture were not very relevant to most of the questions. It is, therefore, not referred to much 
in the results. 
First and foremost, the results from this research show that Dutch is most definitely used 
in these postgraduate courses with English as the primary medium of instruction. This result 
came forward from both the observations and the interviews, and shows that English and Dutch 
co-exist in these specific academic situations. The following results show a more specific insight 
into the use of Dutch that was found in this project. The complete transcriptions of the 
observations and interviews can be found in the Appendix. 
4.1. Observation data 
4.1.1. Interpersonal communication 
The main outcome of the observed lectures is that Dutch students almost always use Dutch when 
chatting amongst themselves, but use, or switch to, English as soon as an international student 
is or becomes involved in the conversation. This is clear from the field notes made by the 
researcher while observing and noticing conversations between Dutch students in Dutch, and 
from the instances that have been recorded and transcribed. For example, as seen in three field 
notes from observed ELL lectures:  
(1) “The lecturer starts explaining now, quite a few students keep conferring amongst 
themselves in Dutch”. 
(2) “Some students in the back talk about the current topic of classical conversation 
amongst themselves, in Dutch”. 
These two notes show instances in which Dutch students confer amongst themselves in Dutch 
rather than in English. The most likely reason for this is because they both are Dutch and 
therefore share a common L1, which then is the most natural choice of language for them. In the 
third PIL observation4, a conversation between two students who are discussing their received 
grades also takes place completely in Dutch. Yet, example 3 shows a different situation:  
(3) “around [06:30] Dutch student discusses assignment with her international 
neighbour, in English. Same happens around [07:10]”.  
                                                          
4 This full transcription can be found in Appendix 8.1.6. 
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In this case, a Dutch student is conferring with an international student, who does not speak 
Dutch, and thus English is the medium of communication. It seems that the choice of language is 
dependent on who speaks to whom. A Dutch student speaking to a Dutch student equals a 
conversation in Dutch, whereas a Dutch student speaking to an international student (or vice 
versa) equals a conversation in English. It can be interpreted as a formula: Dutch + Dutch = 
Dutch, versus Dutch + International = English. This formula can be used to predict and explain 
the language used by the participants in the conversation, in most contexts and instances. 
Moreover, this equation does not only apply to communication between students, but also to 
communication between lecturer and student(s). In general, lecturers use English when 
discussing and teaching curricular topics. Naturally, when lectures are taught by international 
teachers, all communication from and between students and lecturer will be in English, simply 
because the lecturers do not speak Dutch. The transcriptions from the observed lessons taught 
by international lecturers5 in this project support this finding. However, for Dutch lecturers this 
is different. The ‘formal’ aspect of the lecture was given usually in English but they use both 
Dutch and English in the more ‘informal’ situations.  
 
4.1.2. Interlocutors and language background. 
It has become clear, as mentioned above, that the use of Dutch or English is often dependent on 
the interlocutors and their language background. This idea was described by Ljosland (2010) as 
one reason for code-switching. When in pairs or smaller groups, students and lecturers may find 
it acceptable to use a language different than English if everyone in the conversation 
understands this language. The function described as ‘an unofficial medium of instruction’ and 
‘a study language’ by Söderlundh (2010) may apply here as well. When all people present in the 
conversation understand Dutch, it can become the unofficial medium of communication. 
Communication between students and lecturers can be done in Dutch if both interlocutors are 
Dutch. During an ELL lecture, the lecturer addressed two of her Dutch students in Dutch when 
asking them if they both teach English: 
(4) L: “Geven jullie allebei Engels? Of geven jullie..6?”  
     ‘Do you both teach English? Or do you teach.?’ 
                                                          
5 The lectures referred to are the first two lectures observed from Public International Law (appendix 8.1.4 and 8.1.5) , 
and the last lecture observed from English Language and Linguistics (appendix 8.1.3). 
6 The periods in the examples mean that the sentence was cut short.  
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S: “Ja.” 
     ‘Yes.’ 
S: “Ja”. 
      ‘Yes.’ 
L: “Ja. En.. Mary do you also teach English?” 
     ‘Yes. And..Mary do you also teach English?’ 
(ELL, observed lesson 17) 
In this case, the lecturer thought it appropriate to use Dutch when specifically addressing the 
two students she wanted to ask this question. When she wanted to ask the same question to a 
student who was not Dutch, the appropriate language became English, hence the switch. 
Interestingly, the lecturer could have directed her question to the first two students in English, 
yet she choose not to. No specific reason for this can be given because the lecturer has not been 
asked about her motivation for this specific utterance. However, one can speculate that a 
possible reason for her choice is that for the lecturer, as a person, it may feel more natural to 
speak Dutch rather than English to Dutch speakers. A similar language preference can play a role 
in the use of Dutch as medium of communication among students as well. In the same lecture, 
one student approached a group of others, intending to join them for the upcoming assignment. 
The brief exchange between them was the following: 
(5) S: “Hoi!” 
    ‘Hi!’ 
S2: “Hallo!” 
      ‘Hello!’ 
S3: “Kan ik.. eh..” (pointing to a chair to sit on and join the table) 
      ‘Can I.. eh..’ 
S2: “Ja natuurlijk!” 
       ‘Yes of course!’ 
(ELL, observed lesson 18) 
This exchange took place between three Dutch students, thus using Dutch was possible and 
therefore most likely also believed to be most appropriate. There is a chance that the student 
has not even considered asking the question in English, and just happened to do this in Dutch. 
Another aspect of code-switching that can be related to language in relation to interlocutor is 
                                                          
7 Appendix 8.1.1. 
8 Appendix 8.1.1. 
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situational code-switching as mentioned by Blom and Gumperz. In example 4, the change of 
interlocutor from the two Dutch students to the international student brought forth a change in 
situation. The appropriate language changed because the same question was directed at a 
different addressee the second time. Furthermore, the use of both Dutch and English here can 
represent the code-switching function specifying an addressee as described by 
Klimpfinger(2007) and Gotti (2015).  
 Another example of using Dutch (and code-switching to English) to address a specific 
audience can be found in the third PIL observation9. The Dutch lecturer is handing back the 
feedback forms to the students and when he cannot find a student he asks: 
(6) “Christiaan is er niet he?”  
‘Christiaan is not here right?’.  
A possible reason for his choice to use Dutch, is that Christiaan is a Dutch student, so the Dutch 
lecturer assumes that the Dutch students can confirm his question. In reaction, the students 
respond in Dutch as well. Interestingly, this does also mean that the lecturer possibly believes 
there is some kind of familiarity or a connection between all Dutch students in his class, and, 
therefore, believes that a Dutch student can answer the question about Christiaan. A short while 
later, a similar situation occurs when he asks: 
(7) “Oke.. waar is Amélie dan? Where is Amélie?”  
‘Okay..where is Amélie then? Where is Amélie?’ 
In example 7, the lecturer first asks the question in Dutch and after that repeats it in English. 
Unlike, Christiaan from example 6, Amélie is an international student, thus, to answer the 
question, the international students present need to be included in the conversation. The student 
answering this time does so in English. The switch from Dutch to English is in this case motivated 
by the fact that the second student is related to a different audience (both Dutch and 
international students) than the first student (mainly Dutch). Thus, the change in audience 
brings forth a different situation and a change in language. The alternation of codes here has a 
directive function as mentioned by Appel and Muysken (2005). The directing to the hearers here 
involves the use of the languages that they speak to reach them.  
 
                                                          
9 Appendix 8.1.6. 
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4.1.3. Reference to local/national topics 
Another interesting result with regards to situational code-switching was obtained in the first 
ELL observation10. The class moved from a whole-class teaching setting into a group assignment 
setting. The group observed contained eight students, five of them were Dutch and three of them 
were international. The assignment concerned the evaluation of Dutch school books that are 
used for teaching English in secondary education. The conversation started in English, with the 
students trying to figure out what they had to do. The first sentence uttered by a student is: 
(8) “What do we have? Tweede fase, tweede fase”.  
The student used the term ‘tweede fase’ to refer to the part of Dutch secondary education in 
which the books that they have received are being used. Since this particular system is specific 
for the Netherlands, there is no translation equivalent for the term ‘tweede fase’. Also, it is a 
natural term for the student, who is Dutch, because it is familiar to her as she has been through  
the Dutch education system. When the conversation continued, the Dutch students discussed the 
books and the levels they belong to, in the following manner: 
(9)  
                                                          
10 Appendix 8.1.1. 
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The conversation in example 9 shows that even though the group of students does not consist of 
only Dutch students, Dutch is used quite often. This situation clearly shows that Dutch is used to 
refer to terms that are specific for the Dutch secondary education system (MAVO, HAVO, VWO, 
onderbouw, bovenbouw). Since, similar as for ‘tweede fase’, these terms are country specific, 
there are no direct translation equivalents. Söderlundh (2010) describes this occurrence of 
code-switching and calls these terms local loan words.  
S2: “What grade or level is it used? All of them? 
Should we just use that one    because that’s 
very specific.. VWO 4 (‘vier’)?  
S1: ‘Yes. I’m not even allowed to teach this 
technically’ 
S2: ‘Everything, MAVO 1 until VWO 6’ 
S1:  ‘Yes. And you’ve got the whole…’ 
S2: ‘Yes’ 
S1: ‘Okay! Yes, of course.’ 
[…] 
S1:  ‘But this is just MAVO’ 
S2:‘This is VWO 4 then’ 
S1:‘This is ‘onderbouw’ (lower secondary ed.)  
S2: ‘Everything?’ 
S1: ‘VMBO, LWO until 3 VWO and then just 
MAVO 4. 
S2: Okay!’ 
S1: ‘the ‘bovenbouw’(upper secondary ed.) 
works with.. eh.. Caterne or  something’ 
S3:‘Well, we have the ‘bovenbouw’ here’ 
S1: ‘Yeah, but I seriously wonder how many 
schools work with stepping stones for HAVO, 
VWO 4,5,6.’ 
S2: ‘We did before’ 
S3: ‘You did? Hmm, okay!’ 
S2: ‘Yeah’ 
(gloss) 
 
S2: What grade or level is it  used? All of 
them? Should we just use that one, because 
that’s very specific.. VWO 4 (‘vier’)?  
S1: Ja. I’m not even allowed to teach this 
technically. 
S2: Everything.. MAVO 1 tot VWO 6  
S1: Ja. And you’ve got the whole… 
S2: Ja.” 
S1: Oke! Yes of course.  
[…] 
S1: Maar dit is alleen MAVO 
S2: Dit is dan VWO 4 
S1: Dit is onderbouw… 
S2: Alles? 
S1: VMBO, LWO tot 3 VWO en dan alleen 
MAVO 4. 
S2: Oke! 
S1: De bovenbouw werkt daar met.. eh.. 
Caterne ofzo.. 
S3: Well, we have the..bovenbouw here. 
S1: Yeah, but I seriously wonder how many 
schools work with stepping stones for 
HAVO, VWO 4,5,6. 
S2: We did before. 
S3: You did? Hmmoke 
S2: Yeah. 
(original conversation) 
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 Another example of the use of Dutch when discussing topics related to the Netherlands 
was found in the first PIL observation11. In this situation, the Dutch lecturer that was present 
during this lecture commented on his colleague’s explanation. He starts in English, asking the 
Dutch students in the class a question about the Netherlands: 
(10)  
 
Example 10 shows that the lecturer himself is the first to use the Dutch equivalent of the names 
of the rivers they are discussing. In response, one of the students comments in Dutch as well. As 
soon as the lecturer switches back to English, the students do so as well. One student comments 
using the Dutch name of a river again, while the rest continues in English. It is interesting to see 
that even though there are English equivalents of the names of the rivers, (the lecturer uses them 
in the first sentence) the Dutch terms are used as well. The most logical reason for this is that it 
makes most sense to use Dutch when discussing topics concerning the Netherlands, as these 
topics are part of a Dutch context.  
                                                          
11 Appendix 8.1.4. 
L: Yea but the Netherlands is not part of 
the Denu.. but the Rhine and the Meuse.. 
I’m not very good at geography so what 
other rivers do we share? 
[some rumoring]  
L: Yea,, mainly De Rijn and de Maas en 
de..What else?.. De Waal? 
S: De Waal is een stuk van de Rijn ja. 
L: Ja.. ja! 
S: De IJssel? 
L: Ja, Do we share that with..? 
S: Maybe Germany, but I’m not sure. 
S2: De Maas might be shared with 
Belgium? 
L: Yea in the newest treaty yeah. 
S: But many other rivers sprout from the 
Rhine and Meuse so..  
L: Ja, ja definitely 
(original conversation) 
L: ‘Yea but the Netherlands is not part of the 
Denu.. but the Rhine and the Meuse.. I’m not 
very good at geography so what other rivers 
do we share?’ 
[some rumoring]  
L: ‘Yea, mainly the Rhine and the Meuse 
and the.. What else? The Waal?’ 
S:‘The Waal is a part of the Rhine yes..’ 
L:‘Yes.. yes!’ 
S:‘The IJssel?’ 
L: ‘Yes. Do we share that with?’ 
S: ‘Maybe Germany, but I’m not sure.” 
S2: ‘The Meuse might be shared with 
Belgium?’ 
L: ‘Yea in the newest treaty yeah.’ 
S: ‘But many other rivers sprout from the 
Rhine and Meuse so..’ 
L:‘Yes, yes definitely’. 
(gloss) 
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The reference to these Dutch rivers in Dutch, is also an example of the function that Cogo 
(2009) described as ‘emphasising cultural identity’. Gotti (2015) in relation to this function, 
mentioned an example of a student who refers to local places in the area in his native language, 
but places outside of the area in English. National references, often unnoticed, carry a certain 
emotional value. And, according to Gotti (2015), emotional involvement is a clear factor that 
triggers code-switching.  
Another interesting fact about the former example is that communication was mostly in 
English during the rest of lecture which was taught by the international lecturer. As soon as the 
Dutch lecturer briefly took over, an opportunity for Dutch to be used was created, as this lecturer 
and most of the students both share knowledge of this language. However, a similar instance 
occurred a bit later in the lecture, when the Dutch lecturer commented again. The situation was 
described in a field note which read:  
(11) “Field note: Dutch lecturer comments on a question from a student directed to his 
colleague, in English. Student replies to his comment, in English as well. Similar to the 
former instance of contact between the Dutch lecturer and students, but no language 
switch takes place this time” (PIL, observation 112).  
This time, even though again the opportunity of using Dutch was created by the similar 
background of the Dutch students and this lecturer, no switch took place. The conversation 
remained in English. The most likely reason for this is that the focus of this question was not 
related to any local/national topic and thus not related to a Dutch context. Also, the international 
teacher was more involved in this situation, meaning the audience was different than the former 
and English was most appropriate here. It also means that even if the opportunity for a language 
switch is created, it does not necessarily mean a switch will be made.  
 
4.1.4. Production beyond metalinguistic awareness.  
An example of influence from one language into another that is not a code-switch can be found 
in the conversation presented in example 10. The last student speaking produced the following 
sentence: 
(12) S: “But many other rivers sprout from the Rhine and Meuse so..” 
At first sight, the construction of the sentence is absolutely normal and grammatically correct. 
However, semantically it is not. In English, the verb ‘to sprout’ can, linguistically, be used in 
combination with the noun ‘rivers’, yet it sounds a bit strange and metaphorical. The term ‘ to 
                                                          
12 Appendix 8.1.4 
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sprout’ is usually only used to refer to the growing and developing of trees. A possible 
explanation for the Dutch student’s use of the word sprout in this context can be explained by 
Silverstein’s work on awareness. Silverstein (1979) argues that some parts of language such as 
lexical items are more subject to awareness that others such as patterns and collocations. In 
general, language specific patterns tend to move beyond a person’s metalinguistic awareness 
and can be transferred into the other language without being noticed. In Dutch, the verb 
‘vertakken’ is used in the contexts of both trees and rivers. The most appropriate translation of 
‘vertakken’ in English is ‘to sprout’. It is therefore likely, that the Dutch student translated what 
he would have said in Dutch directly into English and thus produced the above mentioned 
sentence. The pattern of using this one verb in both contexts is transferred from Dutch in to 
English, probably without the student being aware of it, it happened beyond his metalinguistic 
awareness.  
 
4.1.5. Metaphorical code-switching, directive functioning and ‘specifying an addressee’.  
In contrast to examples of situational code-switching, an example of metaphorical code-
switching is found as well. At the beginning of the second ELL observation, a student asks her 
lecturer a question about the final paper in Dutch:  
(13)  
 
In this instance, the interruption by an international student (S3) changes the language of the 
conversation. This student does not speak Dutch and wonders what is being said about the 
paper. When she asks, she changes the audience of the conversation, now including her and 
S1: Hoeveel woorden moet het 
ongeveer zijn? 
L: Ja.. eh.. 10 pagina’s heb ik gezegt.. 
niet echt woorden 
S2: Oh.. 
L: Met dubbel space.. ja.. tussen de 12 
en de 14 punten ofzo.. ja.. eh.. 
S3: Sorry what is it? 
(laughter) 
L: It’s just.. 10 pages double spaced.. 
S4: Of APA? 
L: Yes 
(original conversation) 
 
 
S1: ‘How many words does it have to be, 
approximately? 
L: ‘Yes.. eh.. I have said 10 pages.. not 
really words.  
S2: ‘Oh’.  
L: ‘With double-spacing.. yes.. between the 
12 and 14 point font or something.. yes..eh’ 
S3: ‘Sorry what is it?’ 
(laughter) 
L: ‘It’s just.. 10 pages double spaced..’ 
S4: ‘Of APA?’ 
L: ‘Yes’ 
(gloss) 
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possibly other listening international students as well. Because she asks her question in English, 
the appropriate language for the continuity of the conversation becomes English. Furthermore, 
in this example, the use of Dutch clearly has a excluding function. Even though it was probably 
unintentional, the international students are excluded from the conversation because they do 
not speak Dutch, showing a directive function of Dutch. It is directed to Dutch speakers only, 
including them and excluding the non-Dutch speakers. It is not until one of them interrupts and 
thus changes the language, that they are included.  
 Another angle from which the excluding function of Dutch in this case can be addressed 
is in relation to language ideology and the rights of the international students. In this course, all 
whole-class teaching material, and the topics related to that, are supposed to be in English so 
that all students can understand what is being said and therefore have access to the information. 
However, by using Dutch to discuss details of the final paper, which is an official piece and 
important for all the students, the international students can no longer understand what is being 
said, meaning they are excluded from information. It can be argued that the use of Dutch to talk 
about an important official paper violates the language agreements. The official information is 
supposed to be in English as English is the primary medium of instruction. In that sense, the 
international students’ right of having access to knowledge through the medium of English is 
being violated by the use of Dutch.  
 
4.1.6 Reference, appealing for assistance and clarification. 
In the first observation of ELL, the lecturer said:  
(14) “It’s just a ‘mislukkig’, how do you say?”.  
‘It is just a failure, how do you say?’ 
In this situation, the lecturer refers back to Dutch to ask for help of her students because she is 
currently unable to think of the English term. In an instance such as this, Dutch has a referential 
function, as described by Appel and Muysken (2005) in section 2. The use of Dutch in this 
sentence is to substitute an English term, which is currently unavailable in the knowledge of the 
lecturer. In addition, the code-switch here also has the function of ‘appealing for assistence’ as 
described by Klimpfinger (2007). Several examples of Dutch used in the same manner by 
students can be found in the observations as well:  
(15) “And some.. ehm.. begrijpend lezen.. you know..” ( ELL),  
‘And some..ehm.. reading comprehension.. you know’ 
(16) “Before we start […] maintain the same..eh..ehm.. ‘indeling’..” (PIL),  
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‘Before we start […] maintain the same eh..ehm.. ‘schedule’..’  
(17) “And then.. does it.. eh.. ‘afronden’.. eh?”(PIL).  
‘And then.. does it.. eh.. round off .. eh?’ 
The students are appealing for assistance from their fellow Dutch students, knowing that they 
will understand the Dutch word and may be able to supply the English equivalent that is 
searched for.  
Furthermore, it is not always the case that a Dutch word is used because the speaker 
cannot think of its English equivalent. Dutch words are also often used in combination with the 
English versions, for clarifying reasons. In the first ELL lecture, Dutch students were discussing 
the occurrence of something in an exam during a group exercise, one said: 
(18) “In the exam? Or before the exam?.. In het centraal examen, of het school 
examen?  
The student here refers back to Dutch to clarify what she means and to ensure that her fellow 
student understand what she means. Thus, Dutch has a referential function, as well as a clarifying 
function. A similar utterance was spoken during this lecture: 
(19) “Because we do have..eh.. a language village.. ‘taaldorp’ at the third and fourth 
year I think..? 
 In this case, the student used Dutch for the same reasons. She has first literally translated the 
term to English to describe what she means, and then adds the Dutch term in an attempt to 
clarify. A possible reason for this is that she is answering a question posed by the lecturer, she 
knows the lecturer speaks Dutch as well and adds the Dutch term to ensure that she is 
understood correctly.   
 
4.1.7. Discourse markers. 
Finally, another interesting use of Dutch came forth from the observation data. In all observed 
lectures, many utterances of Dutch words as discourse markers were recorded. The most 
common utterance is the word ‘Ja’. It is mostly used as a confirmation marker, emphasising that 
what is said is correct and/or understood by the hearer. In addition, other examples of discourse 
markers used in Dutch found in this data are:  
(20) S: “If anything, you’re kept busy!”  
S2: “Ja! Ja.. certainly!” (ELL, observation 1) 
‘Yes! Yes.. certainly!’ 
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(21) S: “Would be great if they were listening to foreign language voices.. in their head.. 
but you don’t have any impact on that”  
       L: “No. no.. Jammer!” (ELL, observation 2) 
‘No. no.. pity!’ 
(22) S: “And if Chile did not maintain sovereignty..eh.. even kijken..eh,, Chile would 
transfer.. (PIL, observation 2) 
‘And if Chile did not maintain sovereignty.. eh.. let me see.. eh.. Chile would 
transfer..’ 
(23) S: “and the 19.. of eh.. the 1895 treaty.. (PIL, observation 2) 
‘and the 19.. or eh.. the 1895 treaty..’ 
(24) L: “Ohja!” One more thing.. (PIL, observation 3) 
‘Ohyes! One more thing..’ 
(25) L: “And then I think the system rounds them up to.. 0.5.. toch?” 
‘And then I think the system round them up to.. 0.5.. right?’ 
S: “Ja” (PIL, observation 3) 
‘Yes!’ 
The most likely reason for the use of these discourse markers in Dutch is that the speakers are 
not very consciously aware of their production. These code-switches are likely to be non-
international and, according to Riehl (2005), not uncommon for bilinguals. Bilinguals speakers 
often use discourse markers from only one of their languages, irrespective of the language that 
they are speaking. When unconsciously producing language, it seems most likely that speakers 
use their native language since it is fully embedded in their mind and they do not have to 
concentrate when producing it. In this case, the participants were most likely unaware of their 
production of discourse markers because they were focussing on something else (for example 
the speech of their interlocutor). Thus, the discourse markers that they unconsciously produced 
were in their native language, Dutch.  
 Apart from being discourse markers, these Dutch words inserted in English utterances 
are also mentioned in the ‘implicit reference of signalling culture’ function of code-switching 
mentioned by Gotti (2015). Gotti described these words as an ‘unplanned switch to another 
language, as in the case of explanations, pause fillers, tags, conjunctions or other function words 
inserted in an English utterance” (2015:90). They do not create problems in communicating and 
are often unnoticed, because they are not very significant. The latter can also be a reason of why 
speakers are often unaware of their occurrence.  
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4.2 Interview data 
This section will present the data collected from the semi-structured interviews that were 
conducted for this research. The data will be categorised under sections that contain the 
questions and topics that were discussed in the interviews, in an attempt to present a clear 
overview.  
 
4.2.1 Do the students use Dutch? 
The first question that all of the participants were asked was whether or not they actually use 
Dutch in their lessons or while doing their degree. All students answered that they do use Dutch. 
Three of the participants emphasised that it was not extremely common, whereas the others 
simply said “Yes”. In addition to this question, the participants were asked if they could elaborate 
a bit more, or remember and describe a situation in which they used Dutch. The following four 
sub-questions were mostly answered in the elaborations given by the participants.  
 
4.2.1.1. With whom? 
Most students were not specifically asked this question, but answered it nonetheless whilst 
describing whether or not they use Dutch or while describing a situation in which they would. 
All participants commented that they would speak Dutch with their fellow classmates who were 
Dutch as well. Some answered that that they would speak Dutch with Dutch-speaking lecturers 
as well, while others stated that they do not. Participant 2 stated she does not speak Dutch with 
her lecturers because she does look up to them, and “because they are supposed to speak 
English”. Participant 6 also stated that she usually speaks English to her Dutch lecturers, unless 
it is the case that the lecturer’s proficiency in English is not very good, then they switch to Dutch. 
Participant 2 stated that she speaks Dutch to her Dutch-speaking lecturers when they are in a 
one-on-one conversation.  
 
4.2.1.2. When? 
The main answer to this sub-question was that the participants speak Dutch when they know 
that the other people in the conversation speak Dutch as well. Examples of situations are before 
or after the lecture, in the lecture breaks when talking to fellow classmates or friends, or briefly 
during the lecture to a fellow Dutch student. Furthermore, participant 8 emphasised that the 
lecturer’s language choice plays a big role in when she would speak Dutch. For instance, if her 
lecturer would continuously speak English, she would speak English mostly as well. Yet, if her 
lecturer uses Dutch more often, she uses Dutch more often as well. She said that this is mostly 
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because, in her opinion, the lecturer fulfils an exemplary role for the students. Another instance 
was already briefly mentioned above: when being in a private conversation with a Dutch 
speaking lecturer. Finally, an interesting use of Dutch was mentioned by participant 1, who said 
she sometimes emailed in Dutch with non-Dutch speaking lecturers to help them with learning 
the language. 
 
4.2.1.3. About what? 
Some students were asked to elaborate on the topics that they would discuss in Dutch and others 
already answered this question in relation to other questions. The main answer was that most 
topics discussed in Dutch were either private or non-subject or non-lecture related. Lecture or 
subject related matters are mostly discussed in English, yet some participants added that they 
do sometimes use Dutch terminology. These findings coincide with the analysis from the 
observations, as students were indeed found to be using Dutch for terminology and mainly 
private conversations. The participants stated to be discussing things such as “What did you do 
this weekend?” or “May I borrow your pen” in Dutch with their classmates.  
 
4.2.1.4. Why? 
In addition to the three sub-questions above, some participants were asked if they could explain 
why they chose to speak Dutch or English instead of Dutch in an instance they described. 
Participant 1, for example, was asked to elaborate on why she had chosen to speak Dutch to her 
neighbour during a lecture. She answered that it went automatically. Moreover, she commented 
that sometimes when she was sitting in between a Dutch student and an international student, 
she sometimes even accidentally spoke Dutch to the international student. She stated that she 
did not consciously think about what she was saying at that point. Participant 3 and 4 were asked 
if they could explain why they would switch from Dutch to English after mentioning that they 
would if the conversation was joined by an international student. Both participants gave the 
same answer: to be polite. The international student then also knows what they are saying and 
does not have to feel excluded. The conversation has become public, in a sense, and thus the 
appropriate language has become English.  
 An additional question in relation to the former topic was also often discussed during the 
interviews. The participants were asked to think of a situation in which they would believe it to 
be rude to use one language or the other. All participants answered that they find it rude to speak 
Dutch when there is one person involved in the conversation that does not speak the language. 
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One would exclude the non-Dutch speaker from the conversation by speaking Dutch at this point, 
and this is (usually) not desirable. Participant 8 emphasises that excluding people when using 
language vice versa is not often the case because most Dutch people (especially in this particular 
setting) speak English as well. Participant 5 mentioned that she would find it rude to start 
speaking Dutch to a lecturer when the medium of instruction is English, because it could imply 
that “I don’t speak English very well’ or ‘I think that you don’t speak English well enough”.  
Implying that either the student or the lecturer does not speak English very well is a negative 
thing for both parties and is therefore best avoided.  
 
4.2.2. Functions of Dutch 
Most of the participants were asked if they could think of a situation in which they could use 
Dutch instead of English, or think of a possible function of Dutch. Participant 2 commented that 
it can sometimes be easier to use Dutch when communicating with lecturers, mostly when 
discussing logistics. These conversations often take place outside of the classroom environment 
and both teachers and students can be unsure of what to say in English and using Dutch is more 
clear then. Participants 3, 4 and 6 all mention using Dutch because the level of English is not the 
same for everyone, and sometimes is not very good. In the latter case, it can be much easier to 
express yourself or ask something in Dutch rather than English, to ensure understanding or save 
time. Furthermore, Dutch can also be used when asking for clarification of something that was 
said in English, as mentioned by both participant 3 and 6. Lecturers may be able to use the Dutch 
language or refer to the Dutch language as an example during their explanations. Finally, Dutch 
can also be used when referring to local or national topics because it is more logical to discuss 
the topic in the language of the context it is found in, or because the terminology cannot be 
properly translated. 
 
4.2.3. Language awareness 
In general, most of the participants said that they are not (or not very) consciously aware of 
choosing to speak Dutch instead of English. Only participant 5 stated that she consciously choses 
her languages. She does sometimes just use Dutch in English or English in Dutch when she does 
not know a term or a word, but it is usually a choice. Participant 1 mentioned that it depends on 
how focussed she is on her language. Participant 2 and 3 mentioned that, especially after a long 
day of speaking English, they are no longer aware of a switch between languages. Participant 4 
stated that she is more aware of who she speaks and adapts her language based on that, without 
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thinking about it too much. For example, she would be aware that she is speaking to her French 
classmate, thus use English. The association of a language with a person is what determines 
which language she uses. Participant 7 mentioned similar reasons, adding that when a non-
Dutch speaker joins the conversation, she automatically switches to English because it would be 
rude to continue in Dutch, but other than that it just happens. Participant 6 said that it depends 
on the situation for her. When she notices that someone is struggling to speak in English, she 
consciously switches to Dutch to help them. But when speaking Dutch to fellow Dutch 
classmates, it just happens because you normally speak Dutch outside of the classroom as well. 
Finally, participant 8 stated that switching from English to Dutch ‘just happens’, similar to 
participant 6. But switching from Dutch to English is a more conscious process, because at some 
point she decides that something has to be done in English and then switches. According to her, 
an example of such a situation can be when an international student joins the conversation, 
which aligns with what participant 7 mentioned.  
 
4.2.4. Other comments 
As a concluding point in the interviews, the participants were asked if they had anything to add, 
perhaps about their own use of Dutch or something that had caught their attention with regards 
to the use of Dutch in their course. Many different and interesting things came up during this 
part of the interviews. Participant 2 thinks that native English speaking people may have an 
advantage in an EMI environment. She mentioned that, for example, it can be harder for Dutch 
people to exactly express what they want to say because they are not as proficient in English as 
they are in Dutch. When preparing a presentation, you can prepare what you want to say exactly, 
but you cannot when you have to answer a question afterwards. And Dutch speakers may have 
been able to answer the question better or more specific if it had been in Dutch.  
 Participant 3 spoke about one of her lecturers who mostly speaks English but adds words 
such as “Toch?” when questioning something. Furthermore, she mentioned that most lecturers 
mainly use English, but those who speak Dutch do use Dutch it is occasionally. In addition, she 
stated that Dutch terminology is usually used in Dutch when speaking in English, even though it 
may have an English equivalent (For example, ‘zwarte piet’ instead of ‘black pete’). Concluding, 
she also mentioned that the one-on-one contact between Dutch students and Dutch lecturers 
also is in Dutch most of the times. In other words, the private conversations are conducted in 
Dutch rather than English.   
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 Participant 4 brought up something that she had noticed during one of her thesis 
meetings. The meeting was with a group of four Dutch students and a Dutch supervisor. While 
the others did so in Dutch, one of the girls introduced her topic to her supervisor in English. Their 
supervisor then answered her in English as well. He then switched back to Dutch to communicate 
with the other three girls. To conclude, she stated that she thinks people, in general, speak Dutch 
to those of whom they know that they speak Dutch as well. It is our first language after all.  
 Participant 5 stated they she only had a few lecturers in the course of four years who 
consciously used Dutch in combination with English. Sometimes Dutch is used as an example, 
but then an English translation usually follows instantly. However, she did have a lecturer this 
semester whose English was not perfect and this lecturer sometimes used a Dutch word or 
sentence and then just moved on without translation. But overall, the lecturers barely use Dutch 
in her experience.  
 Participant 6 believed that people very often switch their language to help to person they 
are talking to. She stated that she has never spoken this much Dutch before during lectures, but 
does not because she knows the lecturer’s English is not extremely well. Also, the interviews 
were in Dutch, which she thought was very nice because they were asked to express their 
thoughts, and thus in a sense they are being helped by the researcher’s choice to use Dutch rather 
than English. She emphasised that one choses language based on who they are talking to and to 
best help your conversation partner. In addition, she mentioned that if they would have had a 
lecturer who did not speak Dutch, they would have spoken English more. So, according to her, 
you adapt your language based on your addressee/audience. This statement is supported by the 
data found in the third ELL observation, as this lecture was given by a non-Dutch speaker 
lecturer and hardly any Dutch was used by the class in this lecture. The other two observations 
show that they do use Dutch quite often when the lecture is given by their Dutch lecturer. The 
contrast between the use of Dutch in these lectures illustrates that the speech of the lecturer 
influences the language of the students.  
 Participant 7 also stated that if your lecturer speaks more English, you do not feel the 
need to speak Dutch as much either. She also mentioned that your language choice depends on 
who you talk to. In addition, she mentions that she is more inclined to speak Dutch outside of 
classroom settings, unless e.g. when working a project in English.  
 Finally, participant 8 emphasised that there is a lot of difference in the competence in 
English of lecturers and that the tutor’s competence influences the language of the students. She 
gave the example: If your tutors speak English to you even if you address them in Dutch, it gives 
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a signal that English is the language of communication, not Dutch. She mentioned that sort of is 
a ‘lead by example’ situation.  
 
This section presented an overview of the results that were found in this research 
project. In an attempt to place these findings in a more theoretical framework, the following 
section will discuss the findings in relation to the literature presented in section 2.   
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Section 5 – Discussion  
In this section of the paper, I attempt to link the results that have come forward from my data 
to a number of theories discussed in the literature section. The results from the project will be 
brought back to the theories discussed at the beginning to see if they align or deviate. The 
reason for this is to try and provide a more in-depth analysis of the data in relation to the 
previously discussed theory.  
 
5.1 Main areas of influence in the choice of language. 
As mentioned previously in section 2, according to Blom and Gumperz (1972), the form of a 
verbal message can be directly affected by three things: 
1) the participants (audience, addressee and speakers) 
2) the ecological surroundings (setting) 
3) the topic or range of topics. 
Instances of influence by each of these three things or a combination were found to be most 
relevant in this research. First, both the observation and interview data have shown that 
language production is affected by the participants of the conversation. Naturally, an 
interlocutor who speaks Dutch is necessary, as a start, to be able to have a conversation in Dutch. 
When a lecturer or fellow student is not able to understand Dutch, the conversation will 
automatically not be in Dutch. Dutch students tend to speak Dutch to their fellow Dutch students, 
because it is a more natural choice for them. They speak English with their international 
classmates, because this is usually the only language they have in common. Yet, when a 
conversation between Dutch students takes place in a group in which international students are 
also involved, the language of communication is often English. Even though the direct 
interlocutor can be Dutch in this case, the direct audience consists of both Dutch and 
international students which makes English the appropriate language.  
Second, the influence of setting has also been found in this research. Whether a 
conversation takes place in a whole-class teaching setting (a public setting) or, for example, a 
private setting very much influences the choice of language. Whole-class teaching sessions are 
expected to be in English, since that is the official medium of instruction. The expectations for 
public settings and private settings are different. There are some students that expect their 
teachers to speak English as often as possible, to set an example and simply because that is the 
language of instruction. However, the data has shown that Dutch is used occasionally, in whole-
class settings, but even more in group and private settings.  
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Third, the influence of the topic of conversation on the choice of language has been 
illustrated in section 4 as well. The Dutch language was used quite often, in the form of full 
sentences and as a term here and there, when the topic of conversation concerned something 
related to the Netherlands or from a Dutch context (such as the Dutch education system and 
rivers in the Netherlands). Participants from the interviews also mentioned that private 
discussions between Dutch students mainly take place in Dutch, as they also would have been if 
they had taken place outside of a classroom setting. In private conversations, it is often the topic 
of discussion that determines the language, rather than the setting in which the conversation 
takes place.  
 These three areas were found to be most influential in this research, as most reasons for 
switching language given by the interview participants fall within these areas, as well as the 
changes noticed during the observations. However, many more specific reasons for change were 
found, as described in section 4, which will be discussed as well.  
 
5.2 Situational versus metaphorical changes.  
Overall, most changes that are observed and discussed for this project are situational. Hardly 
any instances of metaphorical based code-switching were found. The interview participants 
mentioned that their choice of language often depends on who they are talking to. If they are 
speaking Dutch to a classmate and an international student joins their group, the 
audience/interlocutor situation changes, and thus the language as well. The same happens when 
they speak to a lecturer at one moment, and speak to their classmate the second. They may speak 
English to their lecturer first, and then switch to Dutch when speaking to their classmate or vice 
versa. Ljosland (2010) mentioned that the type of situation of activity in which a conversation 
takes place highly influences participants’ code-switching in classroom settings. She suggest that 
speakers understand some situations as ‘core-teaching and learning situations’ in which the 
preferred language is English and other situations she calls ‘fringe situations’ were other 
language are acceptable. These ‘fringe’ situations include social interaction, informal 
conversations before and after lectures, and other types of conversations not directly associated 
with the main teaching and learning activities. The type of situations in which Dutch was shown 
to be used most are exactly these kind of ‘fringe’ situations. Another, possibly more fitting, term 
for these situations is private situations.  These changes of situation also bring forth changes in 
the position of the speaker. Goffman (1979) refers to this phenomenon as changes in ‘footing’. 
When a student speaks to a lecturer in a whole-class (public) setting  or to a lecturer in a private 
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setting, involves two different relationships between student and lecturer, two types of footing. 
A change in footing is often language based, such as for example changing from an informal to a 
formal register. In the situation examined for this project, a change in footing can mean a switch 
from Dutch to English, or vice versa. The relationship between the speaker and the audience 
changes as soon as the situation changes (e.g. a different setting or interlocutor), thus resulting 
in a change of footing.  
 These findings align with the work of Susan Gal (2005) who discusses the analysis of the 
cultural distinction between public and private as a language ideology. She discusses the 
metaphors commonly used to differentiate between different forms and varieties of speech, such 
as formal/informal and high/low and brings in the metaphor of public/private. Gal argued that 
analysing the distinction between public and private as a language ideology of differentiation 
“clarifies how it creates separations between contrasting icons of linguistic genres, places, 
persons and moralities” (2005:23). The metaphor of public/ private can also interpreted as a 
language ideology that differentiates between different languages being used in public spheres 
vs. private spheres. In the case of this project, the language of communication used for 
instruction with in the classroom is the language of the public sphere (as a classroom setting is 
public), thus English. Dutch, for native speakers, is the language of the private sphere.  
 
5.3  Gumperz’s ‘we code vs. they code’  
Two other popular and influential notions with regards to understanding and explaining code-
switching are the ‘we code vs. they code’ theory by Gumperz (1982) and the ‘Markedness’ model 
designed by Carol Myers-Scotton (section 5.4). Gumperz suggested that often the minority 
language is regarded as the ‘we code’ by its speakers, and the majority language is regarded as 
the ‘they’ code. The ‘we’ code is associated with group specific and informal activities whereas 
the ‘they’ code is associated with more formal and non-group activities. A similar distinction has 
been found between Dutch and English in the language situation examined for this project. The 
position of the majority language is filled by English, not just because it is spoken by the majority 
of people (both the Dutch and international students/lecturers speak English) but because it is 
set as the official language of instruction. English is also the language appropriate for formal and 
whole-class setting conversations, similar to the ‘they’ code’ profile Gumperz describes. The 
position of the minority language is filled by Dutch, even though it is spoken by quite a large 
number of people in the examined situations. In this case, Dutch is an unofficial medium of 
communication and thus has a lower status than the official medium, English. This research has 
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shown that Dutch is the language most commonly used in group activities with only Dutch 
speakers and informal (private) conversations between Dutch speakers.  
The distribution of the ‘we’ vs. ‘they’ code as described by Gumperz is applicable to the 
position of Dutch from a Dutch speaker’s perspective. For a Dutch student, Dutch is the ‘we’ code, 
the language they speak with their fellow Dutch students and lecturers in most group activities 
and informal conversations. As soon as a non-Dutch speaker joins the conversation, a switch to 
the ‘they’ code, English, takes place. An opposite perspective, differing from Gumperz’ 
distribution can be interpreted from an international student’s point of view. For them, English 
is the ‘we’ code as it is the language they can communicate in, and Dutch is the ‘they’ code as it is 
the language ‘the others’ (the Dutch speakers) can communicate in and they cannot. It is also 
slightly different from Gumperz’ interpretation as, in that case, the ‘we’ code speaking people are 
also able to communicate in the ‘they’ code, whereas from the international student’s 
interpretation, this is not the case.  
 
5.4 Myers-Scotton’s ‘Markedness model’. 
The ‘Markedness Model’ by Myers-Scotton (1983;1993) very well suits the distribution of Dutch 
and English in the situation that was examined for this project. She argued that in any social 
circumstance a particular use of language is expected, unmarked. In the academic situation from 
both the courses observed, English is the official medium of instruction. Therefore, English is the 
language that people are expected to use and expecting to hear, making English the unmarked 
choice of language. Opposite of the unmarked choice of language, is the marked, unexpected 
choice of language. Dutch, in these programmes, is not an official language and people are using 
an unexpected language when speaking Dutch instead of English. Even though Dutch is a natural 
choice of language for a Dutch-speaker, it functions as the marked choice of language in these 
particular academic environments. Dutch is the language of the private spheres, not the public 
spheres. Thus, Dutch becomes the marked choice of language in a public sphere and using it 
violates the ideology of language in this particular environment. Furthermore, when speaking to 
students or lecturers who are unable to understand Dutch, English is the unmarked choice of 
language. Students will probably not even consider speaking Dutch to them, because they know 
that it does not make sense. Dutch is not even a marked choice then, it is simply not an option.  
 On the other hand, an opposite distribution of the marked and unmarked language can be 
seen when considering the participant’s perception of their own language use and their choices 
in relation to their interlocutor. In the interviews, some participants stated that they speak Dutch 
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to their fellow Dutch speaking classmates because it feels normal to do so, or that it feels strange 
or unnatural to speak English. This makes sense because, irrespective of the context, Dutch is 
the natural choice of language for a native Dutch speaker when speaking to another native Dutch 
speaker. To Dutch people amongst each other, using Dutch is the unmarked choice of language. 
Therefore, it is not strange when the participant perceive speaking English to Dutch-speakers as 
odd. English is a marked choice of language in such a situation, it is not natural. Considering the 
broader social context of when Dutch speakers use Dutch illustrates that it is not illogical to find 
Dutch students using Dutch in an English medium environment. It is simply what is natural for 
them to do, just as it will be for mostly everyone communicating with someone who shares the 
same first language.  
5.5. Functions of code-switching related to findings of the functions of Dutch.  
The functions of code-switching, or in other words using the ‘other’ language than English, in an 
academic environment as found by both Ljosland (2010) and Söderlundh (2010) have come 
back in this project. As presented in section 4, both the number of interlocutors and their 
language preferences, and the type of situation of activity as mentioned by Ljosland were found 
to influence the language choices of the participants in this project. Dutch was also shown to be 
used as an official medium of instruction, a study language, as local loan words, and as an 
excluding medium, all of which were found by Söderlundh as well. Furthermore, Söderlundh 
mentioned that Swedish is often used for solving problems in the production and understanding 
of English. The participants have not exactly mentioned this function in the same words, but 
some participants did mention that they would use Dutch instead of English when they noticed 
that their interlocutor was struggling with either speaking or understanding English. Thus, in 
that way Dutch is used to overcome a problem in communicating in English.  
Apart from functions of code-switching by Ljosland and Söderlundh, Gotti (2015) 
presented several functions of code-switching in English medium education as well. Several of 
them have been already been related to the findings of this project already in section 4, such as 
specifying an addressee and appealing for assistance as described by Klimpfinger (2007). 
Klimpfinger mentioned another function as well: signalling culture. The implicit reference of 
signalling culture has been previously mentioned in section 4 but the explicit reference, 
however, has not been found much in this project. According to Gotti (2015), this type of 
reference is usually the result of an intentional choice of using a foreign word to refer to a 
cultural aspect related to the term mentioned. An example is using another language to transfer 
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a quotation faithfully. This can be helpful when the audience understands the other language as 
well, but when they do not an English translation has to be provided additionally.  
Aside from Klimpfinger (2007), functions mentioned by Cogo (2009) were also 
mentioned by Gotti (2015). Cogo mentioned that code-switching offers an extra tool for 
multilinguals to allow more specific meaning making and greater nuances of expression. In this 
project, this tool was available to all Dutch speakers, but has not been used very much. Gotti 
(2015) described that this function of code-switching can sometimes also be used to provide a 
more specific explanation by contrasting it with the term from the other language or to prevent 
a misunderstanding deriving from similarity between terms in both languages. Some students 
used Dutch to refer to something when they did not know the English word, or combined the 
two, but apart from that, both functions were barely used.  
Finally, Cogo (2009) also mentioned ‘ensuring comprehension’ as a function of code-
switching. A lecturer, for example, can ask the students to translate a specific term of concept to 
make sure that they have understood. The lecturers in this project could have made us of this, 
but they did not. It is only possible when the students are familiar with both languages, and, in 
the context examined for this project, not all students were. It is likely that the lecturers did not 
make use of this function for the reason that not all student in the class would be able to translate 
to Dutch, and thus not show their understanding.  
 
5.6. Language awareness and audience design by Meyerhoff (2011) 
The final point that is addressed in this discussion is the relation between language awareness 
and the theory of audience design by Meyerhoff (2011). The theory proposing that people are 
very much aware of who they are talking to and adapt their speech based on that knowledge has 
been found to be incredibly relevant in the findings of this project. It was most visible in the 
findings about the participants’ perception of their language use. Many participants emphasised 
that they are not so much aware of the language they produce, but more aware of who is involved 
in the conversation. Meyerhoff (2011) described that both the direct and indirect audience of a 
conversation are relevant to the speaker’s choice of language. Intraspeaker variation of speech, 
which can be the switch from one language to another, arises because the speaker is paying 
attention to whom they are addressing and who is listening/overhearing. This theory aligns with 
the concept of situational code-switching as mentioned previously. A situation can change based 
on a change in interlocutor or audience. This situational change brings forth a change of 
language, because the change of audience requires this. The data has shown that audience design 
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is one of the biggest motivators of code-switching in the environment studied in this project, and 
that it is also a factor that participants themselves are highly aware of.   
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Section 6 – Conclusion 
 
This research set out to examine the use of spoken Dutch language in two postgraduate courses 
with English as the primary medium of instruction. The use of language was investigated from 
three angles: the use of Dutch, the functions of Dutch and the participants’ perception of their 
language use. This project reviewed literature on the position of English as an academic 
language, theories about code-switching and its functions, and speakers’ linguistic awareness. 
Three lectures from both courses were observed and eight female participants (four from each 
course) were interviewed to collect data for this project. To conclude this project, the results and 
analysis of the data will be brought back to the beginning of the project. This section will answer 
the three research questions that were set up in the beginning of this project.  
6.1) RQ 1: Is Dutch used in the EMI classroom? 
6.1.1 - If so, when, by who, with whom and about what? 
Yes. The study showed that Dutch is used, in many different ways, on both courses observed. The 
participants in the interviews also confirmed that they use Dutch in their English medium 
courses. This result is exactly the same as the result found by Söderlundh (2010). The use of 
Dutch was found to be mostly dependent on who the students or lecturers were addressing, and 
both students and lecturers were found to speak Dutch both inside and outside of the classroom. 
Most Dutch was used by students speaking directly to other Dutch-speaking students. 
Furthermore, Dutch was spoken mostly in private settings, such as  before or after class, during 
lecture breaks, or in a brief comment to their neighbour during the lecture. Similar to 
Söderlundh’s result, Dutch was barely used in during whole class teaching sessions, which is a 
public setting. It occasionally occurred in combination with English, or as a brief question to or 
from the lecturer. The interview data showed that students occasionally speak Dutch with their 
Dutch-speaking lecturers as well, when briefly asking them a question, usually not class related, 
or when they are in a private meeting. Dutch was mostly used to discuss private things and topics 
that are not class related at that point. Furthermore, Dutch is used when discussing terms that 
cannot be translated into English or when referring to a topic related to Dutch or the Netherlands 
and it occasionally makes an occurrence in discourse markers.  
 
6.2) RQ 2: What is the function of the use of Dutch? 
The study showed that Dutch has several functions, as mentioned in both section 4 and 5. 
Söderlundh mentioned the functions of a study language and an official medium of instruction, 
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which were both found in this study as well. Especially in settings involving only Dutch-speaking 
students, Dutch was often used as a medium of communication, discussing both private and 
curriculum related topics. Dutch was also found to function as a medium of communication in 
private situations, such as social interaction, informal conversations in lectures and types of 
conversations not associated with teaching and learning activities. More specific functions of 
Dutch were found as well, such as: for clarification, when specifically addressing someone, or 
asking for help in the case of lacking knowledge in English. Dutch is also used as a medium of 
communication when there are problems in understanding or producing English. For example, 
two Dutch student may decide to communicate in Dutch rather than English if one person’s 
English proficiency is not too well.  
 
6.2.1 - Is the use of Dutch crucial for this (these) particular function(s)?  
In other words, if the interaction had been in another language, would its particular function 
have been maintained or lost?  In general, the use of Dutch is not crucial for the functions for 
which Dutch is used most. For example, communication between Dutch students in private 
situations does not necessarily have to be in Dutch.  All Dutch students that participated in this 
project are also fluent speakers of English, thus the conversation could have just as well been in 
English. It may be easier for the participants to understand and express themselves in Dutch, but 
the use of Dutch is not crucial here. On the other hand, in some cases, the use of Dutch is 
absolutely crucial to satisfactory fulfil its function. For example, a student can use the Dutch 
equivalent of an English term to ask for confirmation in understanding, which would not be 
possible if the student had only used the English term. It is also indexically important for 
metapragmatically signalling the social type of interaction, for example whether the utterance is 
meant as a public or a private utterance.  
 
6.3) How is the use of language perceived by the students? 
6.3.1 - Are they aware of the change of language or not? 
In general, the participants are not aware of the change of language when switching from English 
to Dutch, but more when they switch from Dutch to English. This seems likely because a switch 
from Dutch to English is often brought forth by a significant change in situation, such as the 
audience of the conversation that changes because an international student joins the group. As 
students most commonly use Dutch to discuss private and non-lecture related topics in the 
lecture, just as they would outside of the classroom, this switch is less noticeable for them. It is 
more of an expression of a habit than a conscious change.  
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6.3.2 - Have they consciously made the choice to code-switch? 
In this case, the result is similar to the previous sub-question. Students are not very aware of the 
fact that they switch from English to Dutch, thus it is very unlikely that it is a conscious choice. 
However, there are instances in which students do more consciously switch from English to 
Dutch. For example, when they are using Dutch to ask for the English term, when they want to 
address someone who speaks Dutch in a group of both international and Dutch students or when 
switching to Dutch when their interlocutor is struggling in English. One of the participants said  
that switching from Dutch to English is a more conscious process. At some point when a situation 
changes, the students realise that the appropriate language has now become English, and 
therefore make the switch. Two examples mentioned in the interviews in relation to this is when 
an international student joins the conversation, or when a conversation moves from a group to 
a whole-class setting.  
 Interestingly, students mentioned that they are often more consciously aware of who they 
speak and the language associated with their interlocutor which automatically brings forth the 
language switch, rather than actually making a choice to switch. This means that awareness of 
language does most definitely have something to with the occurrence of code-switching.  
 
6.4 Suggestions for further research. 
All the lecturers and students from both university courses have been extremely kind and helpful 
to me in the course of carrying out this research. They were available on short notice and agreed 
to participate with little information about what the research was for. The data collected proved 
to be satisfactory and highly illuminating in understanding the use of Dutch in postgraduate 
courses with English as the medium of instruction. However, this research was carried out on a 
very small scale, in a rather short period of time. Therefore, it may not be possible to generalise 
the results to represent a wider population. A similar study carried out more in-depth and over 
a longer period of time could provide an even more adequate insight into the co-existence of 
Dutch in English in Dutch postgraduate degrees. As the use of English in academia is still rapidly 
developing, more undergraduate programmes with English as the primary medium of 
instruction are introduced in the Netherlands nowadays. Consequently, it would also be 
interesting to contrast the use of Dutch in postgraduate and undergraduate degree programmes.  
 Furthermore, as mentioned at the end of section 6.3, this study has shown that language 
awareness is most certainly involved in the occurrence of code-switching. However, this project 
was too small to investigate both this topic and the actual relation of code-switching very in-
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depth. Seeing that not much research has been done in this area previously it may be a very 
interesting and enlightening topic for further research. 
 Whilst conducting this particular research, I found another interesting and more specific 
topic for possible further research in my findings. The data presented in section 4.1.5. concerns 
a switch from Dutch to English after an international student interrupts the conversation 
because she does not understand what is said. In this case, the topic of discussion concerns her 
and the other international students as well. An angle of interpretation briefly touched upon in 
section 4.1.5. and section 5.2 is that the use of Dutch in relation to language ideology as 
mentioned by Gal (2005). The correct language of use in this situation is English, as English is 
the official medium of instruction. The setting of the conversation is public and should therefore 
be accessible to everyone in it. In this case, the use of Dutch (the private language) in the public 
sphere can be said to violate the international students’ right to information. The relation 
between the use of two languages and language ideology is a research topic that can possibly 
provide very interesting information on how these two things tie together.  
 
6.5 Concluding remarks on the project. 
Overall, this study shows that Dutch still has a quite firm position in postgraduate courses with 
English as the medium of instruction and communication. English medium education does not 
necessarily mean that students and lecturers disregard any other language. Dutch is very 
commonly used in many different ways and seems to co-exist with English. A sort of diglossic 
situation has developed, in which English is used for the formal aspects of the course, such as 
core teaching and learning activities, and Dutch, where possible, is used for other, less academic 
related and private conversations. Since every classroom is different and every student is 
different, language use will never be exactly the same. It is not possible to say in what way Dutch 
will specifically be used in every EMI postgraduate course, but this study has proven that Dutch 
is most definitely still very much present and used. 
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Section 8 – Appendix 
Appendix 8.1 - Full transcriptions of observed lectures.  
Lecturer’s speech 
First student speaking in the conversation 
Second additional student speaking 
Third additional student speaking 
Fourth additional student speaking 
Field notes.  
Dutch language is shown in bold, English in regular font. All spoken language 
in italics.  
Table 1: coding system used in the transcriptions. 
MA English Language and Linguistics, module: Second Language Acquisition 
8.1.1 Observed lecture 1. 
Wednesday March 23, 2016 
18 Dutch students + 11  International students 
Dutch lecturer. 
Lecturer starts the lecture in English. 
[05:34-40] 
S:  “Ik trek dit niet hoor,.. nee maar echt?!” 
[05:54-57]  
L:  “If it doesn’t work.. we’ll.. I don’t know… It’s just a ‘mislukking’, how do you say?”  
 Field note: around [06:30] Dutch student discusses assignment with her international 
neighbour, in English. Same happens around [07:10]. 
 
[07:59-08:11] 
L: “Geven jullie allebei Engels? Of geven jullie..?  
S: “Ja.” 
S: “Ja”. 
L: “Ja. En.. Mary do you also teach English?” 
[09:45-49] Chatter around in English.. 
L: “Oke, Isabelle, wil jij dan..eh.. do you want this? Ok!” 
[09:57-10:00] 
S1: “Would anyone like to join me in going outside?” 
S2: “Yes!” 
S1: “Ja?” 
S3: “Dude, nou zijn wij geen groep meer!” 
[10:09-10:17] 
S to S: “Ga daar niet zo staan als een leraar joh!” 
S: “Dit is allemaal bovenbouw, dat mag ik niet lesgeven. Maar kies er maar eentje”. (comment on 
the material given).  
S(to Dutch neighbour): “Blijf gewoon naast me zitten he!” 
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 Field note: transition of lecture setting to a group assignment setting, students move and leave 
the room. Dutch students talks amongst each other in Dutch. 
[10:36-51] One student approaches a group of others, to join them for the assignment.  
S: “Hoi!” 
S2: “Hallo!” 
S3: “Kan ik.. eh..” 
S2: “Ja natuurlijk!” 
 
Students continue the conversation in English 
 
S1: “We could just make one giant group.” 
S2: “Dude, that was my phone!” 
S1: “Sorry!(English pronunciation) Turn around! Join us!” 
 Field note: The class splits up into groups for the assignment. Observation/recording moves 
to the assignment of one group, around 8 people, both Dutch (5) and international students 
(3). The conversation starts off in English, whilst students read the assignment paper. 
[11:35-11:57] Two Dutch students discuss the course books in front of them. 
S1: “What do we have? Tweede fase, tweede fase”. 
S2: “What grade or level is it used? All of them? Should we just use that one, because that’s very 
specific.. VWO 4 (‘vier’)?  
S1: “Ja. I’m not even allowed to teach this technically. 
S2: “Everything.. MAVO 1 tot VWO 6 (‘six’). 
S1: “Ja. And you’ve got the whole… 
S2: “Ja.” 
S1: “Oke! Yes of course.  
[12:19-13:12] Some (Dutch) students in the group continue discussing the books whilst also talking 
about the online version of the same methods used in school by one of the students who teaches.  
S1: “Maar dit is alleen MAVO” 
S2: “Dit is dan VWO 4” 
S1: “Dit is onderbouw…” 
S2: “Alles?” 
S1: “ VMBO, LWO tot 3 VWO en dan alleen MAVO 4. 
S2: “Oke!” 
S1: “De bovenbouw werkt daar met.. eh.. Caterne ofzo..” 
S3: “Well, we have the..bovenbouw here.” 
S1: “Yeah, but I seriously wonder how many schools work with stepping stones for HAVO, VWO 
4,5,6. 
S2: “We did before.” 
S3: “You did? Hmmoke” 
S2: “Yeah.” 
S1: “We didn’t.” 
S3: “We didn’t even work with any method after.. HAVO 3. In 4 and 5 just literature and essays and 
stuff. So no methods. I don’t know how that is in other countries?  
(turning towards the international students in the group who have not spoken yet). 
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[14:24] 
S: reading the question out loud… “Well it’s called Stepping Stones.. for starters.” 
S: “Zullen we samen doen met 1 blaadje?” 
S: “Sure!” 
 Field note: Conversation continues about Dutch school system, asked for explanation by an 
international student. 
The Dutch students explain, using the Dutch terms for the levels (MAVO HAVO VWO, 
tweede fase etc).  
[17:03-13] 
S: “But you have grammar sections, vocabulary sections..” 
S: “Ja” 
S “Yeah, it seems so… And some.. ehm.. begrijpend lezen.. you know..” 
[23:00] Teacher comments on the groups conversation for the assignment. 
L: “What have you been taught in the.. lerarenopleiding? Op welke… uh.. uhm.”  
S: “That varies for..per lerarenopleiding as well.. I think. Because mine was very different than hers 
and we have the same degree”. 
Conversation continued in English for a bit.. 
S: “I did teach in a school that had a preferred method.. but that was a Dalton school?” 
 
[26:43] Students discuss the examination forms of English for the exam years: 
S: “We had two essays as well.” 
S: “In the exam? Or before the exam?.. In het centraal examen, of het school examen? 
S: “I think I had it in the schools exams yes.” 
S: “I remember my central exam was a reading test”.  
 Field note: Students discuss the content of the module amongst each other, in English. Not 
Dutch. They are finished with the assignment and continue talking amongst themselves, off 
topic, in English.  
 Lesson continues after a 15 min break. 
 Teacher and students go over the assignment questions per group. More central classroom 
setting. First group communicates in English only (both NL and Int. students) 
 
[01:04:00] Teacher uses “Ja” instead of “Yes”. (often! All the time?) 
 Second group communicates in English as well, mostly, answering the questions.  
[01:16:28]  
Student: “If anything, you’re kept busy!” 
Student: “Ja! Ja.. certainly!” 
 Third group communicates in English mostly as well. 
[01:24:46] 
Student: Because we do have..eh.. a language village.. ‘taaldorp’ at the third and fourth year I 
think..? 
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8.1.2 Observed lecture 2.  
Wednesday March 30, 2016 
16 Dutch students + 8 International students 
Dutch lecturer.  
Teacher starts the lecture in English. 
 Field note: Discussion about the upcoming paper deadline, lots of discussing amongst 
students.. in both Dutch and English. 
Student asks a question about the paper regulations: 
[03:28] 
S: “Hoeveel woorden moet het ongeveer zijn? 
L: “Ja.. eh.. 10 pagina’s heb ik gezegt.. niet echt woorden” 
S: “Oh..” 
L: “Met dubbel space.. ja.. tussen de 12 en de 14 punten ofzo.. ja.. eh..” 
S: “Sorry what is it? 
(laughter) 
L: “It’s just.. 10 pages double spaced..” 
S: “Of APA?” 
L: “Yes” 
 Field note: The lecturer now starts explaining .. quite a few students keep conferring amongst 
themselves in Dutch.  
Students are typing notes and along with the presentation, one (NL) asks another (NL) about how to 
add something: 
[23:38] 
S: “Hoe krijgen we er meer?” 
S: “Enter!”  
[24:41] 
L: “Language creates thought..It also transforms thought. Ja, I can relate to that..” 
[52:28] 
S: “Would be great if they were listening to foreign language voices.. in their head.. but you don’t 
have any impact on that”  
L: “No. no.. Jammer!” 
 [53:58] 
Field note: some students in the back talk about the current topic of classical conversation 
amongst themselves, in Dutch. 
 [54:00] 
BREAK! Many Dutch students switch to Dutch when talking amongst themselves during the 
break. Mainly off topic conversations.  
 [1:08:00] Class continues 
[1:08:39] One student accidentally bumps into her neighbour whilst moving. 
S: “Oh sorry!” (Dutch pronunciation) 
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[1:09:50] 
S: (whilst taking notes) “Ik ben nu wel ff kwijt waar ik ben..” 
 Field note: Teacher utters many “Uhm… ja..” when working out what to say.  
 Instances of “Ja” as some kind of confirmation word.. single word  
[tallied from about 30:00] 
L: 26 instances 
S: 3 instances 
Instances of “Yes/yea” 
L: 11 instances 
S: 6 instances 
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8.1.3 Observed lecture 3 
Wednesday April 13, 2016 
17 Dutch students + 11 International students 
Guest speaker lecturer, international background (teaching in the MARCS institute in Australia).  
Dutch lecturer introduced the guest speaker to the class, in English.  
 Field note: Students briefly comment on what the lecturer says amongst themselves...in 
English.  
The guest speaker starts her talk and introduces herself and the topic in English. They discuss a book 
that the speaker has written and edited related to the topic of the lecture. Students are quiet.  
 Field note: Students remain quiet as the guest speaker starts her lecture. 
 
[10:24] The guest speaker asks a question to the class: “How many have English are their first 
language?” Students raise their hands, but say nothing.  
[10:51] Another question: “How many are speakers of a roman language?” 
Students again raise their hands but say nothing.  
Lecturer continues: “So..just throw at me your languages..” The students who answer, do this in 
English.  
 
 Field note: Questions are answered in English. Hardly any discussion amongst students 
during the lecture (around 30 min in) [25:54] in the recording.  
[28:49] Brief comment from one students to another, in Dutch (Content not decipherable on the 
recording).  
 
[54: 46] The lecturer asks a question concerning languages in dreams which results in some 
discussion amongst students, initially in English. The longer the discussion continues, some students 
switch to Dutch (they are speaking to a fellow Dutch student).  
[55:36] BREAK 
[1:07:07] Lecture continues. 
[1:10:03] Dutch is used as an example. The data found in the study that is presented at this point of 
the lecture is a set of Dutch vowels. Dutch students are asked to give two words that contain these 
vowels. 
 Field note at the end of the lecture: Interestingly, much less use of Dutch, overall, in this 
lesson than in the previous two recorded.  
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LLM Public International Law – module: International Water Law/Moot Court II.  
8.1.4. Observed lecture 1 
Thursday March 31, 2016. 
11 Dutch + 4 International students.  
International (Chinese) lecturer teaching the lecture, Dutch lecturer present but not teaching.  
 Field note: The lecturer-student communication will certainly be in English, because the 
lecturer does not speak Dutch.  
 
Lecturer starts the lecture in English. Topic of International Water Law.  
 
 Field note: Two students discuss something during the lecture introduction, in Dutch, yet 
unable to observe topic.  
 
 Field note: 1 student comments about the topic to another student, in Dutch.  
Very teacher centered lecture, not many opportunities for student-teacher interactions, besides when 
questions are asked or students comment. 
[48:08] 
Dutch lecturer comments on something his colleague has just explained, starting in English, taking 
The Netherlands as an explanatory example.  
 Field note: The Dutch teacher uses “Ja” as a filler word, often whilst speaking in English.  
[49:46] 
L: “Yea but the Netherlands is not part of the Denu.. but the Rhine and the Meuse I’m not very good 
at geography so what other rivers do we share? 
[some rumoring]  
L:“Yea,, mainly De Rijn and de Maas en de..What else?.. De Waal?” 
S: “De Waal is een stuk van de Rijn ja..” 
L: “Ja.. ja!” 
S: “De Ijssel?” 
L: “Ja, Do we share that with..?” 
S: “Maybe Germany, but I’m not sure.” 
S: “De Maas might be shared with Belgium?” 
L: “Yea in the newest treaty yeah..” 
S: “But many other rivers sprout from the Rhine and Meuse so..”  
L: “Ja, ja definitely” 
 
 International lecturer takes over the conversation again and continues his lecture.  
 
 [1:01:57] 
Field note: Dutch lecturer comments on a questions from a student directed to his colleague, 
in English. 
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Student replies to his comment, in English as well. Similar to the former instance of contact 
between the Dutch lecturer and students, but no language switch takes place this time.  
 Additional comment between two students, in Dutch.  
 
[1:12:59] Dutch lecturer comments to his colleague: 
Dutch L: “Kazachstan (dutch pronunciation) shares quite some rivers with China”  
 Field note: No hinder of understanding by Dutch pronunciation, probably due to typographic 
similarity of the name is both Dutch and English. 
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8.1.5. Observed lecture 2 
Friday April 8, 2016 
9 Dutch students + 2 International students. 
Chinese Lecturer, Moot Court session. 
 Field note: This lecture consisted of a court session, filled in by a project of the students 
related to the course of International Water Law. 
Three students represented the judges (two Dutch and 1 International), Two students 
represented the applicant and one other student represented the respondent. The rest of the 
class acted as public to the court sitting.  
[01:30] 
S: “Before we start,,ehm.. madame president, distinguished members of the court, we would like to.. 
eh.. of Bolivia would like to ask if we.. eh.. maintain the same.. eh.. ehm.. ‘indeling’  
S: “Schedule”  
S: “.. Schedule as the previous week? 
 Field note: The judges present their questions for both parties, in English. After the questions 
have been posed, the parties get some time to prepare and formulate their answers.  
 Field note: Applicant party consists of two Dutch students, who confer in Dutch whilst 
preparing their answers on the questions of the court.   
*Most exact language is not very well heard on the audio recording, as the parties are whispering. 
But most of the language used is Dutch, mixed with the international law terms used in this particular 
field of specialisation. (such as names of treaties and conventions, countries and articles).  
[13:10] Discussion within the applicant party 
S: “Ja, daar ben ik nu naar aan het zoeken..” 
S: “Eh.. nee die heb ik hier!” 
[15:30] 
S: “even onthouden dat we zo die kaart niet vergeten!” 
S: “Ja!” 
 Field note: The two Dutch students in the court, confer amongst themselves in Dutch, in the 
presence of their international colleague. Not exactly certain on the topic, but very high likely 
not topic or course related.  
 
[26:45] The time for both parties to prepare their answers is over and the court session continues, in 
English. 
[29:33] 
S: “And if Chile did not maintain sovereignty..eh.. even kijken..eh,, Chile would transfer.. […] 
 
[29:58]  
S: “and the 19.. of eh.. the 1895 treaty.. […] 
 Field note: The Dutch student representing the responding party did not use Dutch at all 
whilst presenting his answers to the court. Neither did the Dutch members of the court whilst 
asking their questions to both parties.  
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[56:00] 
After the court’s questions have been answered, the lecturer asks several questions to both parties as 
well, based on notes she has taken during the court session. All students answer in English.  
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8.1.6. Observed lecture 3 
Friday April 8, 2016.  
11 Dutch students + 4 International students 
Dutch lecturer, feedback session. 
Lecturer starts in English, explaining that the lesson will take the form of a feedback session. 
[04:22] Lecturer suddenly remembers something 
L: “Ohja!” One more thing.. 
 Field note: Lecturer uses “Ja” instead of “Yes” quite often.  
S: “I thought it was a very interesting course […] but it was also very intense compared to our first 
capita, because we have two lectures”. 
L: “Ja.. ja, so that’s a good point” 
[11:25] After a comment from a student 
L: “Ja, so more on the procedural rules and more on the institutional..” 
S: “Just a quick recap for all the people who haven’t done environmental law, just to.. give us a 
springboard” 
L: “Ja!” 
Lecturer starts handing back the feedback forms from the assignment, which contains the students’ 
grades. 
Students confer about the coming grade, in Dutch.  
[13:59] 
S: “Oh.. ik dacht dat ik een 5,2 had!” 
[14:27] Whilst handing back the papers: 
L: “Christiaan is er niet he?!”  
Ss: “Nee” 
[14:47] 
S: “So it’s two separate grades, and you have to calculate your own grade based on the 80% - 
20%?” 
L: “Ja..ja.”  
S: “Alright”  
[14:53]One student to another 
S: “Wat is jouw gemiddelde?” 
[15:12] 
L: “Oke.. waar is Anneke dan? ..Where’s Anneke?” 
S: “Oh, she’s not here! She.. eh..” 
 
[15:18] Two students are calculating the grade. 
S: “Dit is maar 20..” 
S: “Dus 2 keer..” 
S: [laughs] “Ohja..dankje!” 
S: “Dat is prima.. t maakt me echt helemaal niks uit!.. dus 2 keer..” (stops talking for a second). 
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S: “Dus dat is dan.. 8 keer..volgens mij?” 
S: “Ja.” 
S: “6.9. ooh ik dacht dat ik een 5 had!” 
Lecturer confers with a student about the feedback on the group work for a student who is not 
present 
L: “Ja maar dat heeft ook privacy issues he.. Ik kan dat niet zomaar aan iemand meegeven 
natuurlijk. 
S: “Ja” 
[16:33] 
L: “Ohja.. so Mark and the group, you decided to submit it as a groupwork right? 
S: “Yes” 
S: “Yes” 
L: “Ja.. That is why you all got the same evaluation. 
 Field note: Student continue discussing in Dutch amongst themselves. 
L: “Do you need help deciphering my handwriting?” 
S: “No, Emma is very good at it!” 
S: “Wat?! Oh.. [laughter]” 
Names mentioned have been changed for privacy reasons.  
[18:45]  
L: “I did not do the calculations.. but that is a bit more difficult than just adding them up and 
dividing them by 2” 
S: “It’s 80% and 20% right? 
L: “Ja ja” 
S: “Oke” 
L: “And then I think the system rounds them up to.. 0.5.. toch?” 
S: “Ja” 
[19:34] 
S: “And then.. does it.. eh.. Afronden.. eh..” 
 Field note: Students discuss their group evaluation in Dutch.. talk about the comments on 
their content. But when the lecturer asks (in English) if they are able to read his comments, 
they switch back to English.  
[22:28] Lecturer to two students discussing 
L: “No questions?” 
S: “No.” 
S: “Nee.. ik ben..eh.. positief verrast!” 
L: “Oh.. dat hoor ik niet vaak bij mij” 
 
They go on discussing in Dutch. Lecturer gives his opinion on her writing, in Dutch. 
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Appendix 8.2 – Full transcriptions of the interviews.  
8.2.1. Thesis interview 1 – Public International Law student 
I: Interviewer 
S: Student 
Before starting the interview, the participant was asked for permission to participate in the interview 
and for the interview to be recorded and used for research purposes only.  
Furthermore, the participant was told about the background of the researcher and the topic of the 
thesis in question, to inform them and prepare them a little bit on what to expect.  
I: Ik studeer in Leiden, aan de universiteit. Ik doe een master in taalwetenschappen, en mijn 
scriptieonderzoek gaat over het gebruik van Nederlands in master opleidingen die volledig in het 
Engels worden gegeven.  
S: Oke! Ja. 
I: Omdat het grootste deel.. we zijn natuurlijk in Nederland, op een Nederlandse universiteit.. 
S: Ja. 
I: dus het grootste gedeelte van de studenten..ehm.. is natuurlijk gewoon Nederlands en het is voor 
ons dus, technisch gezien, dat wij les krijgen in onze tweede taal. Maar dat betekend natuurlijk niet 
dat we onze eerste taal niet gebruiken. Dus ik ben benieuwd, gebaseerd op een studie die ik gelezen 
heb in Zweden, een gelijksoortige studie, hoe het Nederlands binnen onze engels talige lessen 
gebruik word, en of het uberhaupt wel gebruikt word. 
S: Ja oke!  
I: Nou.. ik moet je om toestemming vragen om je of ik je op mag nemen? 
S: Ja! Dat mag! 
I: Ja.. Helemaal super! Nee ik ga sowieso de data uit dit interview alleen maar gebruiken voor zit 
onderzoek, allemaal anoniem… ik moet bekennen dat ik niet eens weet hoe je heet, maar dat maakt 
ook helemaal niet uit… ehm.. goed. 
S: [lacht] nee prima! 
Start of the actual interview. 
I: Nou, goed! De eerste vraag is, ehm.. of je uberhaupt wel eens Nederlands gebruikt? Als je in een 
les zit.. of tijdens je opleiding? 
S: .. Ja.  
I: Oke! 
S: Ja.. echt zeker!. Ehm.. 
I: Vertel? 
S: Maar niet.. niet met docenten bijvoorbeeld, maar.. maar met medeleerlingen, met.. met 
medestudenten, ja!  
I: Ja? 
S: Zeker.  
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I: Oke.. en waarom niet met docenten? Kan je dat toelichten? 
S: Zelfs docenten waarvan ik weet dat ze Nederlands zijn.. daarmee praat ik nog steeds Engels.. denk 
ik.. in het.. ja.. overgrote deel van de gevallen wel omdat je gewoon al in zo’n flow zit. Je kijkt ook 
een beetje tegen ze op alsof ze zegmaar.. ja.. ze horen gewoon Engels te praten.. zegmaar.. dat idee 
heb ik een beetje.  
I: Kun je een voorbeeld noemen, of een situatie noemen waarin je je kan herrineren dat je met een 
medestudent wel Nederlands praat? 
S: Ja.. net!  
I: Oke! 
S: Ja.. eh.. tijdens de werkgroep.. eh vandaag.. dan zijn we dus aan het luisteren naar mensen die in 
het Engels aan het praten zijn en dan.. als ik dan een opmerking wil maken daarover, doe ik dat in 
het Nederlands tegen mijn buurvrouw.  
I: Mmhmm. Oke. 
S: En dat heb ik gedaan.  
I: [lacht] Ik kan je nu vast vertellen..gebeurt vaker!  
S: Ja precies! 
I: Ehm.. kan je bedenken waarom je.. dan voor het Nederlands kiest in plaats van Engels?  
S: Mja.. omdat het vanz.. ja.. ja ik denk dat wel echt.. soms zelfs met bijvoorbeeld.. aan de ene kant 
van mij zat iemand die niet Nederlands is en aan de andere kant zat iemand die wel Nederlands is en 
dan vind ik z.. eh.. begin ik uit mezelf zelfs Nederlands te praten tegen de persoon die rechts van me 
zit.. die niet Nederlands is dus.  
I: Dus het gaat een soort van automatisch, dat is wat je probeert te zeggen? 
S: Ja! Het gaat automatisch.. ik denk dat niet over na.  
S: En als ik er over nadenk dan.. ehm.. praat ik denk ik meer in het Engels.  
I: Je bedoelt dat als je meer.. ehm.. over met wie je zit te praten bedoel je? 
S: Ja. Ook als het zelfs dan een Nederlands persoon is.  
I: Oke. 
I: Even kijken hoor.. 
S: En het ligt ook aan.. het onderwerp waar het over gaat! 
I: Oke! 
S: Het ligt aan.. als het zegmaar over.. eh.. dingen gaat die we net.. waar we zegmaar nu naar aan het 
luisteren zijn.. die gaan over het college bijvoorbeeld dan praat ik meer in het Engels. En als het 
dingen zijn die gewoon over.. ‘Wat heb je gisteravond gedaan?’ dan praat ik meer in het Nederlands. 
Ja.. dat is het.  
I: Nou dat is prima! Prima antwoord! Het hoeft niet allemaal precies zo te gaan, het zijn natuurlijk 
over het algemeen allemaal speculaties.  
I: Ja.. even kijken.  
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I: Kan je een.. nja je hebt het net al een beetje toegelicht.. een situatie waarin je het, bijvoorbeeld, 
onbeleefd zou vinden om het Nederlands te gebruiken? Of juist niet? 
S: Nja als je met een groep personen bent waarvan er maar 1 iemand.. bijvoorbeeld, soms tijdens een 
werkgroep bijvoorbeeld, waar 1 iemand Engels is en de anderen allemaal Nederlands dan vind ik het 
echt heel erg onbeleefd als iemand iets in het Nederlands gaat zeggen. Dus dan ook de dingen van 
‘Wat heb je gisteravond gedaan?’ zou ik dan ook in het Engels zeggen. Dan vind ik dat echt 
onbeleefd. Ehm.. Ja.  
I: Ja precies.. En.. waarom doe je dat wel in het Engels? In zo’n situatie? 
S: Omdat 1 persoon Engels is en dus.. ja.. dat is zegmaar de taal die we allemaal verstaan, anders 
sluit je iemand buiten.. ja.  
I: Heb je voor jezelf.. ehm.. bewust door dat je van taal wisselt? 
S: Nee. Niet altijd. Nee.. eh.. soms wel.. ligt er ook aan hoe geconcentreerd ik ben.. denk ik. Maar 
eh.. ik heb het niet altijd door. Soms gebruik ik ook woor..zegmaar.. eh.. Engels. Soms probeer ik in 
het Nederlands iets aan iemand anders uit te leggen over de stof bijvoorbeeld, en dan gebruik ik soms 
Engelse woorden halverwege in mn zinnen.  
I: Oke.. maar over het algemeen dus.. 
S: Nee.  
I: Oke! Even gluren hoor! 
I: Dan zijn we er al wel zo’n beetje.. Heb je zelf nog een idee? Iets wat je kwijt wil over.. niet alleen 
perse jouw situatie, maar over het algemene gebruik van Nederlands.. wat je opvalt? Of iets waarvan 
je denkt dat ik misschien nog wat aan heb? 
S: Over het gebruik van Nederlands?.. ik zit even na te denken 
I: Neem de tijd! 
S: Nee.. Naja.. dat ik.. eh.. bijvoorbeeld sommige docenten die hier lesgeven die kunnen wel 
Nederlands maar zijn.. eh.. komen niet uit Nederland en dan vind ik het altijd leuk om daarmee te 
mailen in het Nederlands. Dus dat vind ik dan wel weer leuk om te doen. En dan reageren ze daar 
ook altijd wel leuk op dus.. Maar verder niet echt iets toe te voegen nee.  
I: Maar dan.. gebruik je dus Nederlands om hun bij te staan? 
S: Ja. Om ze te helpen oefenen.  
I: Grappig! Leuk! 
I: Nou dankjewel! 
S: Alsjeblieft! 
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8.2.2. Thesis interview 2 – Public International Law student 
I: Interviewer 
S: Student 
Before starting the interview, the participant was asked for permission to participate in the interview 
and for the interview to be recorded and used for research purposes only.  
Furthermore, the participant was told about the background of the researcher and the topic of the 
thesis in question, to inform them and prepare them a little bit on what to expect.  
I: Als eerste wil je even vragen of je toestemming geeft om mee te werken aan dit interview en of ik 
je op mag nemen? 
S: Eh.. ja! 
I: Hartstikke bedankt! 
I: Ehm.. Ik studeer zelf in Leiden. Ik doe een master in Taalwetenschap.. en eh.. voor mijn scriptie 
doe ik een onderzoek naar het gebruik van Nederlands binnen Engels talige opleidingen. Ik heb dat 
gebaseerd op een gelijksoortige studie die in Zweden is gedaan.. die persoon heeft voor haar.. PhD 
geloof ik.. onderzoek gedaan naar het gebruik van Zweeds binnen engelstalige opleidingen in 
Zweden. En toen dacht ik: Nou is best wel interessant en dan kan hier natuurlijk ook, dat is hier ook 
wel relevant.  
[start of the actual interview]  
I: Het eerste wat ik je wil vragen of is of je uberhaupt wel eens Nederlands spreekt? Als je 
bijvoorbeeld in de les zit? 
S: mmm… Nee, eigenlijk niet. Alleen als ik met docenten praat, 1 op 1.  
I: Oke! En verder niet in andere situaties? Of met andere mensen? 
S: Nouja..gewoon misschien als ik iets zeg tegen een medestudent? 
I: Ja mag ook! Telt ook allemaal. Het maakt in principe niet uit welke context.. maar.. 
S: Ja dan zeg ik wel eens wat in het Nederlands. 
I: Kun je een voorbeeld noemen? 
S: Eh.. als ik gewoon wat zeg tegen iemand die naast me zit, bijvoorbeeld of ze een pen nodig 
hebben of iets moet vragen over een deadline ofzo.  
I: Oke. Dus meestal over dingen die niet vakgerelateerd zijn? 
S: Ja.  
I: Oke. Ehm.. even gluren.. 
I: Zou je een voorbeeld kunnen noemen waarin het bijvoorbeeld wel praktisch zou zijn om 
Nederlands te gebruiken, wanneer je het misschien wel zou kunnen doen? 
S: Nederlands of Engels? 
I: Nederlands. 
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S:  Ik denk dat de communicatie met docenten die Nederlands zijn vaak soepeler gaat in het 
Nederlands. 
I: Kun je bedenken waarom? 
S: Omdat.. ik denk.. het gaat dan vooral om de communicatie over de logistiek van het studeren.. 
zoals bijvoorbeeld ‘Waar gaan we afspreken?’ ‘Kun je me daarmee helpen?’, ‘Mag ik je wat 
vragen?’  
I: Ja. 
S: Omdat dan.. dan stap je buiten academisch Engels en vaak merk je dat docenten, en ik zelf ook, 
niet meer goed weten hoe je dan moet praten en dan is het heel fijn om gewoon in het Nederlands 
iets te zeggen van: ‘ohja, zullen we maandag even afspreken?’ 
I: Het is vooral duidelijker.. dat bedoel je? 
S: Ja.  
I: Ja.. ben ik met je eens! 
I: ehm.. Als je wel van het nederlands naar het Engels..wisselt..zegmaar.. of van het Engels naar het 
Nederlands, heb je dat bewust door? Maak je daar een keuze in of? 
S: Nee heb ik vaak niet heel erg door. Helemaal als ik bijvoorbeeld heel lang een Engelse tekst aan 
het lezen ben en veel colleges heb dan heb ik niet zo goed door of ik nou Nederlands of Engels praat. 
Ik kan het me ook niet herinneren.. ik kan me vaak ook niet herinneren of iemand iets in het 
Nederlands of Engels heeft gezegt. 
I: Oke.. Maar je begrijpt het wel hetzelfde? 
S: Ja. 
I: Dus in inprincipe maakt het voor jou niet zo heel veel uit of iets in het Engels of in het Nederlands 
gezegt word.  
S: Nee.. niet echt. 
I: Oke. Even kijken hoor! Eh.. het grootste deel hebben we al gehad! 
I: Is er iets wat jou zelf nog is opgevallen? Over het gebruik van Nederlands binnen een Engelse 
academische omgeving? Iets waar ik misschien nog iets aan kan hebben?  
S: Nou wat ik wel bijvoorbeeld opvallend vind is.. vooral bij deze Moot Court, dat mensen die 
engelstalig zijn toch wel duidelijk een voordeel hebben, met een soort van overtuigd beargumenteren 
in het Engels.. dat is natuurlijk weer een andere vorm dan engelse teksten schrijven.  
I: mmhmm! 
S: Dus dat is wel interessant.. ofzo.. dat je in een soort situatie word gezet waarin je nog beter Engels 
moet praten.. dat je soms wel denk van: Oke.. moet ik dat ook nog doen.  
I: Ja precies 
S: En dat.. het soms voor mensen moeilijk is om af te stappen van wat ze aan het zeggen zijn omdat 
ze minder creatief zijn in de Engelse taal dan in het Nederlands en bijvoorbeeld het voorbereiden op 
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een presentatie wel makkelijk is, maar als er dan een vraag word gesteld die iets buiten die context 
valt, dat dan wel weer lastiger is. En dan had je misschien als het in het Nederlands was beter kunnen 
inspelen op de vraag.  
I: Oke! Nou top, dankjewel! 
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8.2.3. Thesis interview 3 – Public International Law student 
I: Interviewer 
S: Student 
Before starting the interview, the participant was asked for permission to participate in the interview 
and for the interview to be recorded and used for research purposes only.  
Furthermore, the participant was told about the background of the researcher and the topic of the 
thesis in question, to inform them and prepare them a little bit on what to expect.  
I: Nou dan wil ik je graag even vragen of ik je mag opnemen? En of je wil meewerken aan het 
interview voor mijn scriptie? 
S: yes! 
I: Ik studeer zelf in Leiden, op de universiteit. Ik doe een master in taalwetenschappen en het 
specifieke scriptie onderzoek dat ik doe gaat over binnen lessen die, of eh… masteropleidingen die in 
het Engels gegeven worden. En dat heb ik gebaseerd op een gelijksoortige studie die in Zweden is 
gedaan, door een Zweedse dame die..eh.. onderzoek heeft gedaan voor haar PhD naar het gebruik 
van Zweeds binnen engelstalie opleidingen en toen dacht ik: Nou.. dat vond ik wel heel interessant 
om te lezen en toen dacht ik dat is in Nederlands misschien ook wel van toepassing, tenminste, 
vanuit mijn eigen ervaring dacht ik al.. he dat doe ik zelf ook. Dus daar ga ik wat mee doen! En eh.. 
ik gebruik verder helemaal geen namen of wat dan ook, word allemaal anoniem en alleen 
gepresenteerd in mijn thesis. 
S: Ja. Prima! 
[start of the actual interview] 
I: Nou. Het eerste wat ik je wil vragen is of je uberhaupt wel eens Nederlands gebruikt? Tijdens je 
opleiding? Of in je lessen? 
S: Wat bedoel je met in mijn lessen of met mijn opleiding? 
I: Als je bijvoorbeeld in een les zit die in het Engels gegeven word, gebruik je wel eens Nederlands? 
S: Om met vrienden te praten ja.. in de pauzes.  
I: Ja! Maakt niet uit… 
S: Ja ja..  
I: Ja? Kun je een situatie noemen? Of een voorbeeld geven? 
S: Als ik gewoon aan het kletsen ben. Meestal als het niet over de lesstof gaat maar als het over iets 
prive’s gaat dan en ik praat met een Nederlander dan spreek ik vaker Nederlands. 
I: Oke.  
S: Als er niemand anders bij is, als het echt alleen tussen Nederlanders gaat dan is het in het 
Nederlands en anders is het altijd in het Engels.  
I: Oke, en waarom doe je dat dan in het Engels? 
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S: Omdat ik dat wel zo netjes vind als er andere mensen bij zijn die geen Nederlands verstaan, als ze 
weten wat ik zeg.  
I: Ja.. snap ik! 
S: [lacht] 
I: Ehm.. even kijken hoor.  
I: Kun je voor jezelf bedenken wat Nederlands voor functie kan hebben binnen een Engelstalige les? 
Dus waarvoor je bijvoorbeeld wel Nederlands voor zou kunnen gebruiken? 
S: Ehm.. omdat het niveau van Engels bij de Nederlanders niet altijd even hoog is. En dan kan je je, 
in sommige situaties, sneller en makkeijker uitdrukken en dan het dan ook begrijpbaarder is voor 
mensen die niet of het zelfde niveau Engels functioneren als ikzelf.  
I: Dus dan gebruik je in principe Nederlands als verduidelijkende factor? 
S: Ja. Ik ben wel tweetalig namelijk, dus ik ben ook helemaal vloeiend in Engels, maar ik heb ook 
klasgenoten die dat niet zijn en dan is het makkelijker om je even snel uit te drukken, zodat mensen 
het kunnen volgen, maar ook om dingen even uit te leggen.. dat is wel.. eh.. 
I: Ja.. kun je nog meer dingen bedenken misschien? 
S: Andersom ook verheldering vragen. Als ik iets niet heb opgevangen, vaak ben ik dan afgeleid, en 
dan even vragen of ze weten waar het over gaat. Maar vaak is het echt niet les gerelateerd… gewoon 
prive gesprekken 
I: Lekker onderling 
S: Mompelend.. 
I: Ehm.. even omschakelend naar hoe jij zelf je eigen taalgebruik meemaakt: Heb je het door? Als je 
wisselt van het Engels naar het Nederlands? Maak je..  
S: Nee.  
I: Nee? Je maakt geen bewuste keuze? 
S: Nee.  
I: Helemaal nooit? 
S: Jawel.. als ik eh.. eh.. vaak word ik er op gewezen, dat iemand zegt.. ‘je praat Engels’. Maar 
omdat ik het zo gewend ben, van thuis uit, om Engels, Nederlands, alles door elkaar, te praten.. eh.. 
niet in de zin van dat we thuis Engels praten, maar onze anecdotes zijn altijd engels/nederlands/alles 
door elkaar, dus dat doe ik uit mezelf al. Ik ben niet goed in alleen Engels of alleen Nederlands 
spreken. Dus dan merk je dat.. bijvoorbeeld met mn huisgenoten dat ze dan zeggen van ‘he! Je praat 
Engels’. Vooral als ik thuiskom en ik heb de hele dag Engels gesproken dan is die overschakeling.. 
die heb ik dan gewoon niet door.  
S: Het is andersom wel, dat ik bewust van Nederlands naar Engels ga, omdat Nederlanders Engels 
kunnen, maar niet-Nederlanders geen Nederlands.. over het algemeen. Dus als ik met niet-
Nederlanders ben dan schakel ik wel bewust over naar het Engels.  
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I: Ja.. wetend dat je..als je in het Nederlands zou praten een taalbarriere creërt zegmaar.  
S: Ja, wetende dat ze mij dan niet kunnen begrijpen. 
I: Ja. Precies.  
I: Ehm.. even kijken hoor! 
I: Heb je zelf nog iets.. wat je is opgevallen.. in jouw tijd in het engelstalige schoolsysteem zegmaar.. 
voor het gebruik van Nederlands? Dingen dat je denkt.. nou.. dat vind ik raar, of dat vind ik niet raar? 
Iets waar ik misschien nog wat aan kan hebben? 
S: Ehm.. de cursus coördinator spreekt Engels en Nederlands door elkaar.. ‘dinglish’ laten we het 
even zo noemen. Dus hij.. vaak drukt ie zich uit in het Engels maar dan gebruikt hij bevestigende 
woorden als ‘toch?’ en dat soort woorden.. om zijn eigen argumentatie kracht bij te zetten. En.. voor 
de rest.. valt het wel mee omdat wij een opleiding doen met veel docenten die echt niet Nederlands 
zijn. Dus dan heb je dat al veel minder maar ik merk dat de docenten die Nederlands kunnen, sneller 
gebruik maken van Nederlands ook naar de studenten toe. En dan niet en publique, behalve als een.. 
ik doe natuurlijk mensenrechten en het begin van het jaar ging het heel veel over de ‘zwarte pieten’ 
discussie .. ja dat word natuurlijk zwarte piet genoemd.. Er word vervolgens wel uitgelegd wat het is, 
maar het word niet ‘black pete’ of iets genoemd.. dat is gewoon ‘zwarte piet’. Dus daar worden 
gewoon de Nederlandse benamingen voor gebruikt en dan .. eh.. merk je wel dat het 1 op 1 contact 
tussen docenten en studenten als ze Nederlands zijn wel in het Nederlands gaat. Dus even snel wat 
vragen na de les of voor de les of in de pauze..dan is dat gewoon eh.. 
I: Ja.. 
S: Omdat het sneller is.  
I: Ja, 
S: Ook voor docenten, want het niveau van docenten is ook niet altijd even goed. 
I: Nee. Nee precies.  
I Nou top!, Dankjewel! 
S: Alsjeblieft! 
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8.2.4. Thesis interview 4 – Public International Law student 
Note: this students is familiar with the researcher outside of the academic context.  
 
I: Interviewer 
S: Student 
Before starting the interview, the participant was asked for permission to participate in the interview 
and for the interview to be recorded and used for research purposes only.  
Furthermore, the participant was told about the background of the researcher and the topic of the 
thesis in question, to inform them and prepare them a little bit on what to expect.  
I: Nog even een keertje aan je vragen je mee wilt werken en ik je mag opnemen? 
S: Ik wil meewerken en het mag opgenomen worden.  
I: Nou, top! 
I: Ik studeer in Leiden, ik doe een master in taalwetenschappen en mijn scriptieonderzoek gaat over 
het gebruik van Nederlands binnen masteropleidingen die volledig in het Engels worden gegeven.  
[start of the actual interview] 
I: Het eerste wat ik je wil vragen is of je uberhaupt wel eens Nederlands gebruikt? In je opleiding of 
tijdens je lessen? 
S: Ja. Vooral tijdens pauzes. Of voor of na de les.  
I: Oke.. 
I: Dus alleen in pauzes? Kun je een situatie uitleggen waarin je.. of kan herinneren waarin je 
Nederlands gebruikt? 
S: Ja meestal als ik naast een Nederlandse medestudent zit.  
I: Ja. 
S: En je vraagt iets over het..vooral het weekend.. dan is het eigenlijk altijd Nederlands.  
I: Als het dus over privé onderwerpen gaat zegmaar. 
S: Ja. Dan is het eigenlijk altijd wel in het Nederlands. 
I: Oke.. verder niet? Gewoon.. ja.. wat je probeert te zeggen is dat het vaker niet lesgerelateerd is dan 
wel lesgerelateerd is? 
S: Ja maar meestal eigenlijk als ik met Nederlanders praat is het sowieso in het Nederlands. En dan 
gebruiken we wel de concepten van de les in het Engels.. 
I: Ja precies..dus de terminologie zegmaar? 
S: Ja.  
S: En zodra er een internationale student bij zit of bij staat dan gaan we eigenlijk over naar het 
Engels.  
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I: Oke.. en waarom ga je dan over naar het Engels? Kun je dat uitleggen?  
S: Uit beleefdheid.. omdat je anders toch het gevoel hebt dat diegene zich buitengesloten voelt of dat 
ie misschien denkt dat het over hem of haar gaat.  
I: Ja. Dat is opzich heel logisch.  
I: ehm.. even kijken hoor!  Als je van het.. eh.. Nederlands naar het Engels overschakelt, of 
andersom, maak je dat bewust mee? Maak je dan bewust een keuze om Nederlands of Engels te gaan 
praten?  
S: Ik.. niet heel bewust denk ik.. toch weet je.. realiseer je je wel van oh ik ben nu met Nederlanders 
dus ik ga geen Engels praten. Ik denk dat dat wel.. het is misschien niet dat ik er bewust over denk.. 
I: Nee.. 
S: Maar er is natuurlijk wel een moment dat je doorhebt oh dit zijn Nederlandse mensen dus ik praat 
Nederlands.  
I: Ja precies.  
S: Of ik zit naast mn Franse medestudent dus ik praat Engels met haar.  
I: Ja. Dus je taalkeuze is afhankelijk van met wie je praat?  
S:Ja.. en ik denk niet dat ik me er heel erg bewust van ben. Van welke taal ik dan kies. Ik ben me 
meer bewust van de persoon met wie ik spreek.  
I: Ja precies.. en daarop gebaseerd dan.. 
S: Ja.. 
I: Dus eigenlijk in principe de.. 
S: situatie… 
I: Stel dat je wisselt van persoon, tegen wie je praat..wissel je ook van taal eigenlijk omdat die 
geassocieerd is met die persoon.  
S: Ja.  
I: Ja.. interessant! 
I: Kun je bedenken bij wat voor soort onderwerpen je wel voor Nederlands zou kiezen? Of kunnen 
kiezen?  
S: Nou sowieso dingen die.. als ik mijn Nederlandse..ehm.. studiegenoten zie in de gang en ik vraag 
“hoe was je weekend?” Of heb je de les goed voorbereid.. eigenlijk .. ik denk dat ik eigenlijk met 
Nederlanders over het algemeen gewoon Nederlands praat, ook over les gerelateerde onderwerpen. 
Omdat het anders een beetje raar voelt ofzo.. een beetje gekunselt. Als je Engels gaat praten met een 
Nederlander. ‘ 
I: Ja. 
S: Ook omdat ons Engels.. niet.. over het algemeen niet perfect is.. 
I: Nee.. dan voelt het gewoon raar. 
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S: Ja.. het is denk ik bij iedereen die ik… eh.. in mn klas heb wel goed, maar toch voelt het een 
beetje gek om dan in het Engels te gaan praten.  
I: Ja.. omdat je dat normaal niet doet bedoel je? 
S: Ja.  
I: Logisch..Ehm.. even kijken…of ik nog dingetjes mis.. het gaat vrij snel.  
I: Heb je misschien nog iets.. eh.. over iets wat je is opgevallen over het gebruik van Nederlands in 
het algemeen.. of iets waarvan je denkt dat ik nog iets aan kan hebben?  
S: Iets wat ik wel opvallen vond was, is dat ik op een gegeven moment een scriptie..bijeenkomst.. 
had.. mijn begeleider is ook Nederlands,  
I: Ja? 
S: en de 3 andere meiden die er waren waren ook Nederlands.. en 1 van de meiden begon wel in het 
Engels… omdat haar onderwerp in het Engels was. Maar dit meisje heeft autistme..en dat maakt het 
misschien anders, maar de docent ging ook in het Engels op haar in.  
I: Oke! 
S: Dus het werd.. eerst begon iedereen in het Nederlands zijn onderwerp te introduceren en toen 
begon zij in het Engels.. dat was wel frappant.. en hij bleef toen ook met haar in het Engels.. en 
switchte die met ons weer naar het Nederlands. Dus dat was wel een beetje..  
I: Beetje apart? 
S: Ja! 
I: Ja.. dat kan ik me goed voorstellen.  
S: Maar.. dat ligt misschien meer aan haar..wat zij prettig vind. 
I: Ja.. oke.. maargoed 
S: het was voor mij opvallend!  
I: ja.. kan me voorstellen dat je dan denkt: “huh?”  
S: En over het algemeen..heb ik wel het idee dat mensen..als ze weten dat ze met iemand praten die 
ook Nederlands is dat ze over het algemeen Nederlands praten.  
I: Ja. 
S: Ookal zeggen ze misschien van.. nou nee dat is alleen over niet inhoudlijke dingen.. ik heb bij ons 
wel het idee dat als je weet dat je met een Nederlands iemand praat dat je Nederlands praat. Omdat 
het toch je basis.. ja..eh.. je doet alles in het Nederlands. Je hebt Engels erbij geleerd..  
I: Ja. 
S: over het algemeen. 
I: Ja. Nou dan ben ik er denk ik..zo’n beetje.. 
Dankjewel!  
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Field note after interview: the participant suddenly realised that she had changed a word, that she 
used scriptie bijeenkomst in this situation with the researchers, whereas in other situations she had 
previously used scriptie meeting. She realised that she had consciously used the Dutch word, based 
on the different context  (than usual) in which she and the researcher found themselves.   
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8.2.5. Thesis interview 5 – English Language and Linguistics student 
I: Interviewer 
S: Student 
Before starting the interview, the participant was asked for permission to participate in the interview 
and for the interview to be recorded and used for research purposes only.  
For the linguistics students, the background of the researcher was the same as their own, therefore it 
is not explained before the interviews, in addition to the topic.  
I: Als eerste wil ik je even vragen of je mee wil werken aan dit scriptie interview 
S: Ja 
I: En of ik je mag opnemen? 
S: Ik ga meewerken en je mag me opnemen! 
I: Super. 
I: Nou ik..ehm.. doe onderzoek naar het gebruik van Nederlands in lessen, eh.. masteropleidingen die 
volledig in het Engels gegeven worden.  
S: aha ja. 
[start of actual interview] 
I: Als eerste wil ik aan je vragen of je uberhaupt wel eens Nederlands gebruikt? In je lessen of tijdens 
je opleiding? 
S: Ehm.. alleen om met klasgenoten te praten, ook soms tussendoor.. ja in pauzes sowieso en als ik 
wat wil vragen aan een klasgenoot tijdens de les.. als ik weet dat diegene Nederlands is.  
I: Oke.. kun je misschien een voorbeeld noemen?  
S: Ehm.. ja.. 
I: Of een situatie bedenken? 
S: Als bijvoorbeeld, een klasgenoot naast me zit en ik heb iets nodig.. van ‘joh mag ik je pen even 
hebben’ en dan ga ik niet moeilijk zitten doen van ‘do you have a pen to borrow.. can you help me?’ 
I: Ja.. oke! Even kijken hoor! 
I: En als je bijvoorbeeld tijdens je les met iemand Nederlands speekt, waarover praat je dan? Is dat 
meestal lesgerelateerd of niet? 
S: Ehm.. het is dan zelden lesgerelateerd..vooral aangezien het.. ja.. in de les krijg je heel veel 
terminologie die dan in die taal, die kan je alleen maar weten in die taal.  
I: Die dan in het Engels zijn? 
S: Ja, meestal wel in het Engels. Maar als het echt over persoonlijke of niet lesgerelateerde zaken is.. 
behalve van ‘joh waar is de volgende les’ dat gaat dan wel in het Nederlands. 
I: Oke.  
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I: Ehm.. als je van het Engels naar het Nederlands wisselt, heb je het door? Bewust? Of?  
S: eh.. van Engels naar Nederlands.. ja.. ik heb het meestal wel door. Ik kies meestal gewoon welke 
taal ik spreek. 
I: Ja precies. 
S: Dus niet echt.. ik ga van de een naar de ander. Ik heb soms van ‘joh ik weet het woord niet’ dat 
gaat effe in een andere taal maar.. het is.. ik kies er gewoon voor.  
I: Ja precies. Dus het.. 
S: Het is bewust.  
I: Helemaal goed.  
I: Kun je misschien.. ehm.. wat functies bedenken van het Nederlands? Waarom je bijvoorbeeld voor 
Nederlands zou kunnen kiezen ipv Engels? 
S: Ja.. sowieso als ik weet dat de ander.. dat die ander Nederlands het beste begrijpt. Bijvoorbeeld 
tegen mn ouders zal ik nooit helemaal in het Engels gaan praten… dan zou het in het Nederlands 
gaan. En eh.. Als het onderwerp waarover ik praat het meest met Nederlands te maken heeft, dan 
gaat het in het Nederlands. 
I: Dus als het over Nederland gaat..inderdaad 
S: Ja of als ik de terminologie het beste in het Nederlands weet. En voor de rest.. maakt het niet 
zoveel uit of ik in het Engels of het Nederlands praat. Het gaat vooral erover dat degene waarmee ik 
praat moet mij kunnen begrijpen.  
I: Ja. 
S: En..ik moet het onderwerp het beste weten in die taal.  
I: Ja. Nou dan hebben we het grootste deel alweer gehad. 
I: Zou je misschien nog een voorbeeld kunnen geven van een situatie waarin je het onbeleefd zou 
vinden om Nederlands te gebruiken? 
S: Als er mensen bij zitten die compleet geen Nederlands praten… of voor het meest, het grootste 
deel, geen Nederlands praten. Bijvoorbeeld er zijn in onze klas zijn er best veel mensen die wel 
Nederlands kunnen..want ze wonen er al wel een tijdje, maar het meeste van hun gesprekken gaan 
nog in het Engels. Als je dan opeens in het Nederlands begint te praten tegen ze vind ik niet beleefd.  
I: Nee.  
S: En ook.. tegen de leraar.. zou ik.. ja.. zou ik het minder beleefd vinden als je in het Nederlands 
gaat beginnen. Gewoon aangezien.. ja.. je zegt ermee of ‘ik kan geen Engels’ of ‘ik denk dat jij geen 
Engels kan’.  
I: Zo komt het over bedoel je? Zo zou het over kunnen komen.  
S: Ja.. 
I: Ja.. Ja! 
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I: Heb je misschien nog iets toe te voegen over het gebruik van Nederlands in het algemeen? In je 
engelse opleiding? Of iets wat je is opgevallen? 
S: Ehm.. 
I: Iets wat je nog kwijt wil? 
S: Opzich.. ja.. voor het grootste gedeelte heb ik maar 2 leraren gehad in mijn 4 jaar opleidingen die 
Nederlands bewust gebruiken in hun lectures. Soms.. soms gooit er iemand wat als een Nederlands 
voorbeeld doorheen, maar dat word dan altijd gevolgd met een ‘dat is dit en dit in het Engels’.  
I: Precies 
S: En, ja.. dit semester heb ik een lerares gehad die dr Engels niet zo heel erg goed kende, die soms 
iets had van..dit is het in het Nederlands en zoek het maar uit voor de rest. En ik heb 1 leraar gehad 
die eh.. deed soms hele lessen in het Nederlands, ookal zijn we een Engelstalige opleiding, en ging 
het over Engels, die vond het nodig om in het Engels te blijven praten in alle voorbeelden, 
terminologie in het Nederlands..maarre ja.. voor de rest..eh.. is het grotendeels gewoon goed Engels.  
I: Top! Nou dankjewel! 
S: Alsjeblieft, succes! 
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8.2.6. Thesis interview 6 – English Language and Linguistics student. 
I: Interviewer 
S: Student 
Before starting the interview, the participant was asked for permission to participate in the interview 
and for the interview to be recorded and used for research purposes only.  
For the linguistics students, the background of the researcher was the same as their own, therefore it 
is not explained before the interviews, in addition to the topic.  
I: Nog even een keer aan je vragen of ik je mag opnemen? 
S: Je mag me opnemen 
I: Super! 
S: Als het niet op facebook komt vind ik het allemaal goed 
I: Nee, nee, nee! Ik gebruik het alleen voor mn research en helemaal anoniem. 
S: Dan mag het! 
I: Gelukkig. 
I: Oke.. eh.. mijn scriptieonderzoek gaat over het gebruik van Nederlands binnen Engelstalige 
opleidingen,  
S: Ja.. 
[start of actual interview] 
I: En ehm..het eerste wat ik aan je wil vragen is of je uberhaupt wel eens Nederlands gebruikt? In je 
opleiding of tijdens je lessen? 
S: Ik als docent, of ik als student? 
I: Student.. binnen onze masteropleiding. 
S: Ja.. ehm.. als een docent heel erg focused op Nederlands dan denk ik dat ik ook wel eens 
Nederlands terug praat. En verder denk ik dat ik het vooral in de pauzes doe.. met mn.. eh.. 
Nederlandse medestudenten.  
I: Oke. 
S: En als er een Engelse student bij zit..denk ik dat we al heel snel overschakelen naar Engels.  
I: Kun je ook uitleggen waarom? 
S: Omdat die het anders niet verstaat! [lacht] Ja.. maar over het algemeen..ehm.. we hebben een 
docent gehad die vond het heel vervelend als je hem in het Engels mailde.. dat gaf die ook aan in de 
les, dus ja.. toen ik dat eenmaal gehoord had ging ik hem daarna in het Nederlands mailen.  
I: Ja.. 
S: Maar verder denk ik dat ik het meeste wel in het Engels doe… omdat we een engelstalige 
opleiding doen.  
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I: Oke. Even kijken.. 
I: Kun je een situatie beschrijven, uit bijvoorbeeld een les, waarin je voor het Nederlands zou kunnen 
kiezen ipv voor het Engels? 
S: Ehm… Nja als een docent specifiek zou vragen om iets in het Nederlands te doen..dus iets in je 
moedertaal..Verder denk ik dat je heel weinig in het Engels.. of in het Nederlands doet. Misschien als 
je ergens echt niet uitkomt! Als je terwijl je aan het praten bent nog aan het nadenken bent over wat 
je zegt..dat het dan makkelijker is om even naar je moedertaal terug te schakelen.  
I: Om het te verduidelijken zegmaar? 
S: Ja.. om het ook voor jezelf even.. als je iets zegt terwijl je het zelf nog niet op een rijtje hebt.. dan 
ben je en aan het nadenken over hoe of wat, en je bent aan het vertalen. Maar ik denk dat ik het over 
het algemeen best veel in het Engels doe.  
S: Of.. dat hebben we ook wel, als we een Nederlandse docent hebben..en ze is echt reteonduidelijk! 
Dat ik dan wel effe in het Nederlands vraag van ‘wat bedoel je nou?’ 
I: Ja precies. Als je er gewoon even niet uitkomt en denkt: “wat?!” 
S: Als een docent bijvoorbeeld zelf niet zo heel erg proficient is in Engels…dan.. ja ik denk dat ik 
dan wel op een gegeven moment in het Nederlands zeg : ‘zeg nou maar even wat je bedoelt..want 
hier komen we niet uit’. Ja.. of als je bijvoorbeeld een Nederlands woord even niet weet, of een 
Engels woord niet weet..  
I: Ja.. 
S: Of een hele andere situatie als een klasgenootje (Nederlands) echt ff ergens mee zit.. weet je wel.. 
dat je even onder de les door..even zachtjes van ‘wat is er aan de hand?’ Maar dat heeft niet echt met 
de les te maken. 
I: Nee inderdaad.. en de onderwerpen waar je dan over praat in het Nederlands? Zijn die les 
gerelateerd? Of meestal niet? 
S: Ja.. dat ligt er dus een beetje aan wat de situatie is. Als ik een docent om verduidelijking vraag is 
het les gerelateerd, maar als een zo’n situatie met een klasgenootje is dan natuurlijk niet. En over het 
algemeen denk ik dat we in de lessen Engels gebruiken, maar in de pauzes enzo gebruiken we meer 
Nederlands. En dan gaat het regelmatig niet over de les [lacht]. 
I: Nee.. 
S: Dus ik denk over het algemeen niet.. Maar ik denk dat wij als studenten ook niet heel veel 
Nederlands gebruiken in de les behalve als we tegen elkaar praten.  
I: Ja.. dus als je tegen Nederlandse studenten praat dan gebruik je het wel? 
S: Ja. Maar als je echt met een docent in gesprek gaat..denk ik.. dat we over het algemeen Engels 
gebruiken. Of we moeten ervan op de hoogte zijn dat die docent zelf niet zo heel goed Engels 
spreekt.. maar dan doe je het meer om die docent een beetje te helpen.  
I: En als je dan van het Engels naar het Nederlands overschakelt, maak je dan een bewuste keuze? Of 
niet? 
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[langere stilte] 
I: Moeilijke vraag.. weet ik! 
S: Ja.. Ik denk.. het wel. [stilte] Ja.. het ligt er denk ik aan! Op het moment dat je ziet dan een docent 
er zelf niet uitkomt.. denk ik dat je dat wel doet. Met mn klasgenoten praat ik Nederlands omdat we 
altijd Nederlands praten behalve in een schoolsetting. Dus dan switch je heel makkelijk naar het 
Nederlands.. ik weet niet of dat ik het dan altijd doorheb.  
I: Is het dan dat je ineens in het Nederlands aan het praten bent en denkt: Oh!  
S: Ik denk dat als we een Engelse les hebben, en ik zou bijvoorbeeld tegen jou iets zeggen.. dat ik dat 
eigenlijk een beetje automatisch in het Nederlands doe. Dat er ik niet over nadenk van ‘Ik ga nu 
bewust tegen jou Nederlands praten.. dat je dan gewoon.. ja wij praten Nederlands met elkaar. Dus 
dat doe ik in een lessituatie denk ik ook. Maar… ik weet niet of ik wel eens onbewust naar het 
Nederlands schakel. Ik denk zeker op het niveau waar we nu op zitten we wel proberen om alles in 
het Engels te doen.  
I: Ja.. 
S: Zeker met jullie zegmaar… 
I: Wij als studenten onderling bedoel je?  
S: Ja.. maar of ik dat nou echt bewust doe.. dat weet ik niet.  
I: Dat is ook een antwoord.  
S: We praten altijd Nederlands.. dus.. dan doen we dat ook.  
I: Ja!. Oke.. even kijken 
I: Kun je een situatie noemen waarin je het bijvoorbeeld onbeleefd zou vinden om of het Engels of 
het Nederlands te gebruiken? 
S: Als er iemand in die groep is die die taal niet spreekt. Dus als wij met 6 mensen staan en er is er 
eentje bij die geen Nederlands spreekt.. vind ik het niet netjes om Nederlands te gaan praten 
onderling.  
I: Nee.. 
S: Of.. ja.. dat is hier dan niet het geval maar.. als wij allemaal Nederlands spreken maar er zou er 
eentje geen Engels spreken, zou ik het niet netjes vinden om Engels te gaan praten. Dus ik vind dat je 
toch wel moet zorgen dat iedereen in de groep erbij betrokken is. Of bijvoorbeeld een engelse docent 
die echt alleen maar Engels spreekt. Om dan iets onder mekaar iets in het Nederlands te doen. Ja dat 
zou ik niet leuk.. als ik dat zelf mee zou maken zou ik dat niet leuk vinden.  
S: als jullie allemaal Zweeds spreken en ik spreek geen Zweeds en jullie gaan allemaal onder elkaar 
Zweeds praten zou ik ook denken “oke..” dus dat.. nee.. Iedereen moet wel in staat zijn te 
communiceren met elkaar. En als eentje daar buiten valt moet je dat gewoon niet doen. Dat vind ik 
niet netjes.  
I: Nee… oke! Dan hebben we het grootste deel alweer gehad! 
S: Ik heb over heel veel van deze dingen nog nooit nagedacht! Super leuk! 
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 I: Is er nog iets wat je misschien toe wil voegen? Iets wat je is opgevallen aan het gebruik van 
nederlands of iets waarvan je denkt dat ik nog iets aan kan hebben?  
S: Ik denkd at mensen heel vaak switchen om de persoon met wie ze praten te.. te.. eh.. helpen 
zegmaar. Ik heb in een Engelse les nog nooit zovaak Nederlands gepraat als nu in een les waarbij ik 
weet dat de docent het Engels niet helemaal beheerst.  
S: En.. dit interview in het Nederlands is denk ik heel fijn omdat je echt gedachten moet gaan 
verwoorden dus dan.. 
I: Ja daarom heb ik het ook in het Nederlands gedaan. 
S: Dus zo help jij ons weer.. ik denk dat je heel vaak switch om iemand..om je gesprekspartner te 
helpen. Als ik nou zo weten..dat is niet het geval, maar dat jij Engels heel moeilijk vind.. zou ik 
tegen jou denk ik heel snel Nederlands praten. Terwijl als ik weet dat jij veel makkelijker 
communiceert in het Engels zou ik eerder geneigd zijn Engels tegen jou te praten. Dus ik denk dat je 
je taal heel vaak kiest om de ander te helpen. Denk ik.. Want dat doe jij nu eigenlijk ook. Want je 
had dit interview ook in het Engels kunnen doen..  
I: ja..  
S: Maar omdat het voor ons makkelijker is in het Nederlands..  
I: Ja..en daarbij voor mij ook.. omdat ik daar veel duidelijkere data uit krijg. 
S: Ja.  
I: Uiteindelijk.. tenminste dat hoop ik!  
S: Ja! Ja.. maar als wij een echte engelse docent hadden gehad voor dit vak dat we veel meer engels 
hadden gesproken. En veel minder Nederlands. De kleine gesprekjes tussendoor gaan dan nog steeds 
wel in het Nederlands.. maar ik denk dat we verder..eh.. veel meer in het Engels gesproken hadden. 
Ik denk dat je je heel erg aanpast aan je gesprekspartner.  
I: Ja.. 
S: Maar misschien is dat onzin..maar dat ik wat ik nu denk.  
I: Helemaal goed! 
S: Dat was m?  
I: Ja! Dankjewel! 
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8.2.7. Thesis interview 7 – English Language and Linguistics student.  
I: Interviewer 
S: Student 
Before starting the interview, the participant was asked for permission to participate in the interview 
and for the interview to be recorded and used for research purposes only.  
For the linguistics students, the background of the researcher was the same as their own, therefore it 
is not explained before the interviews, in addition to the topic.  
I: Als eerste wil ik je even om toestemming vragen of ik je mag opnemen? 
 
S: Ja tuurlijk 
I: Helemaal goed. Ik ga het alleen gebruiken voor mijn research en verder ook helemaal anoniem. 
I: Mijn onderzoek gaat over het gebruik van Nederlands binnen opleidingen die helemaal in het 
Engels worden gegeven.  
S: Ja. 
[start of actual interview]  
I: Het eerste wat ik aan je wil vragen is of je uberhaupt wel eens Nederlands gebruikt? In je lessen of 
in je opleiding? 
S: Qua tutorials bedoel je? Of..  
I: Dat maakt niet uit. 
S: Valt mee. Meestal gewoon Engels. Behalve.. ja in de bachelor wat minder.. maar dat kwam wat 
meer door als de tutors dan in het Nederlands praatte en dan.. Maar voor de rest eigenlijk, 
grotendeels, nu helemaal, Engels eigenlijk alleen maar.  
I: In de Master bedoel je? 
S: Ja.  
I: Oke.  
I: Zou je misschien een situatie kunnen noemen waarin je wel Nederlands zou kunnen gebruiken? 
S: Nja.. zoals wat ik al zei, als je tutor al Nederlands praat of als je met een medestudent praat die 
Nederlands praat.. dan ben je snel geneigd om ook Nederlands te praten.  
I: En waarom? Kun je dat uitleggen? 
S: Ja… ja.. 
I: Beetje lastige vraag! 
S: Ja [lacht].. Misschien omdat je het zelf in zo’n situatie gek vind om Engels te praten als iemand 
anders tegen jou Nederlands praat.  
I: Het voelt een beetje onnatuurlijk misschien? 
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S: Ja. Dat denk ik grotendeels. En wat we bij de bachelor heel erg hadden..dan vind ik het heel erg 
pretentieus als mensen Engels tegen elkaar gaan praten als ze allebei Nederlands zijn.. vooral dan 
ook met zo’n opgezet accent enzo.  
I: Komt dan een beetje nep over zegmaar.. 
S: Ja.. ja.  
I: Oke.. even kijken, als je van eh.. als je bijvoorbeeld in je lessen switched van het Nederlands naar 
het Engels.. 
S: Ja? 
I: Kies je daar bewust voor? Of gebeurt het je gewoon? 
S: Niet altijd.. Het ligt er ook aan.. ja.. weer met wie ik praat denk ik. En ik merk wel.. zodra.. ja.. 
lastig..  
I: Ja het is een lastige vraag.. ik weet het! [lacht] 
S: Ja! [lacht] 
S: Ik denk niet dat het bewust gaat. Kijk behalve als ik merk dat er iemand bij komt zitten die geen 
Nederlands praat dan ga ik automatisch.. ja dan ga ik ook automatisch Engels praten. Het is toch wel 
weer rude om in het Nederlands door te blijven praten denk ik dan… als iemand je niet kan verstaan. 
Voor de rest denk ik alleen maar onbewust… ja. 
I: Ja. Dat het je gewoon een beetje gebeurt zegmaar.. 
S: Ja.. 
I: Even kijken hoor! Het grote deel hebben we alweer gehad dus dat scheelt.  
I: Kun je misschien nog iets van een functie of een situatie bedenken waarin je voor het Nederlands 
zou kiezen? Waarin je dus wel bewust voor het Nederlands zou kiezen? 
S: Ik denk dat ik nooit bewust voor het Nederlands kies.  
I: Oke! 
S: Denk ik..Dat ik nooit in mn hoofd denk ‘oh nu ga ik Nederlands praten want..’ Nja.. omdat het 
toch je moedertaal is gaat het toch allemaal vanzelf. En ik denk zeker met je interlocutors..dat het 
daar wel mee te maken heeft.  
I: Met wie je praat.. 
S: Ja. Ja zeker. Dus ik.. wat was je vraag nou? Of ik bewust? 
I: Of je een functie kan bedenken van het Nederlands. Iets waarom je juist voor het Nederlands zou 
kiezen ipv het Engels.  
S: Nou ik denk omdat het toch je tweede taal is, Engels, ook soms makkelijker is om jezelf uit te 
drukken in het Nederlands terwijl dat vice versa ook zo is.. dat je soms beter weet hoe je het in het 
Engels, hoe je gevoelens omschrijven kan kan soms beter in het Engels dan in het Nederlands en… 
ik denk andersom ook wel. Ja.. Ja ik vraag me dat dan af! 
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I: [lacht] Ja.. 
S: Gek eigenlijk [lacht] 
I: Lastige vraag he. 
S: Ja.  
I: Zeker in een classroom setting natuurlijk, omdat je over het algemeen alles in het Engels krijgt 
natuurlijk.  
S: Ja.. En zeker ook in mn eigen lessen.. Toen ik les gaf.. Dan gaat het helemaal allemaal bewust.. 
dat je bewust Engels praat om die leerlingen te helpen maar zodra je merkt dat ze het niet snappen 
naar het Nederlands overswitched omdat het ook hun moedertaal is…  
I: Gebeurt dat je nu ook? Andersom? Als jij de leerling bent en de docent..? 
S: Nee nee.. totaal niet. Nee zeker niet natuurlijk nu met de klassen die we nu hebben, maar.. nee 
omdat je nu.. je hebt dezelfde vocabulaire, dezelfde.. weetje daar wen je ook aan. Hetzelfde 
vakjargon zegmaar.  
I: Ja.. 
S: Dus ik denk.. nee nu totaal niet.  
I: Oke! 
S: Ik vind het lastig! 
I: Het is ook lastig! Zeker omdat je er niet.. niet elke dag over nadenkt.  
I: Ehm.. even kijken hoor! 
I: Heb je misschien nog iets toe te voegen over het gebruik van Nederlands binnen wat je nu 
meemaakt in je engelstalige masteropleiding? Iets waarvan je denkt dat ik misschien iets aan kan 
hebben of iets wat je opgevallen is? 
S: Ehm.. 
I: Of juist niet.. iets wat je misschien wel had verwacht maar niet tegenkomt.. 
S: Nja.. niet perse met het Nederlands denk ik dan… Kijk wat nu heel erg opvalt is dat..ehm.. dat in 
onze colleges de docent heel vaak Nederlandse woorden gebruikt in Engelse zinnen. Ja.. Maar dat 
heb ik voor de rest.. ja weetje de meeste tutors die hebt zijn ook wel proficient enough.. die kunnen 
wel gewoon.. dus dan heb je waarschijnlijk ook zelf minder de behoefte om Nederlands of Engels.. 
nja Nederlands dan te gaan praten.  
I: Dus het is een beetje afhankelijk van.. je tutor zegmaar? 
S: Ja! Gewoon van degene met wie je.. degene die de.. ja.. in dat opzich de gezaghebbende is… denk 
ik altijd.  
I: Ja.. 
S: En voor de rest in de studie heb ik in amper Nederlands gebruikt..en ik denk ook dat het zo 
hoort… en zeker in colleges.. kijk naast collegesituaties ben ik gewoon heel snel geneigd om 
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Nederlands te praten en minder snel om Engels te praten, behalve als je misschien met een project 
bezig ben.. dan ga je toch weer.. switch je toch weer automatisch naar het Engels. Maar ik denk dat 
het ook heel lastig is om te bedenken wanneer ik dat bewust en wanneer ik dat onbewust doe.  
I: Ja. 
I: Nou helemaal goed.. dankjewel! 
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8.2.8 Thesis interview 8 – English Language and Linguistics student.  
I: Interviewer 
S: Student 
Before starting the interview, the participant was asked for permission to participate in the interview 
and for the interview to be recorded and used for research purposes only.  
For the linguistics students, the background of the researcher was the same as their own, therefore it 
is not explained before the interviews, in addition to the topic.  
 
I: Nog even een keer vragen of ik je mag opnemen en of je mee wilt werken aan mijn scriptie 
onderzoek? 
S: Zeker, dat mag, en dat wil ik! 
I: Nou, dat is hartstikke mooi!  
I: Ik doe onderzoek naar het gebruik van Nederlands binnen masteropleidingen die ..eh.. volledig in 
het Engels gegeven worden. 
S: mmhmm. (understanding/approving sound) 
I: Voor mijn studie in taalwetenschappen, maar [lacht] dat wist je al. 
S: Ja! 
[start of actual interview] 
I: En ehm.. wat ik als allereerst aan je vragen is of je wel eens.. eh.. uberhaupt wel eens Nederlands 
gebruikt? Tijdens je lessen of in je opleiding? 
S: Tijdens..eh.. de.. eh.. op de.. op de..? 
I: Op de universiteit 
S: Eh.. ja! Ja dat gebeurt wel eens.. 
I: Ja? Kun je een situatie noemen waarin je dat doet of iets?  
S: Ehm… 
I: Of herinneren of een voorbeeld noemen? 
S: Nou..t zijn, het is vaak op het moment dat er voorbeelden uit de Nederlandse cultuur..eh.. 
passeren..dus we hadden het met sociolinguistics op een gegeven moment over mensen die.. over 
beroemdheden..nee.. over intelligente..ehh.. 
I: Nederlanders? 
S: Nederlanders die op academisch gebied iets gepresteerd hebben.. die met een accent.. eh.. spraken. 
En op het moment dat je dat dan bespreekt.. die namen en de betreffende accenten, dan is het ook 
logischer om dan.. dat in de taal te bespreken die het betreft. 
I: Dus dat je het terugkoppelt naar Nederlands zegmaar? 
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S: Ja. Ja,.. eh.. en op momenten dat er in lessen..ehm.. (-) ehm.. iets besproken moet worden binnen 
een kleine groep.. dan is de groep waarin in me bevind meestal.. die bestaat meestal uit uitsluitend 
Nederlanders dus dan.. dan is dat ook.. eh.. vaker de voertaal. Ehm.. maar als het klassikaal 
besproken… iets besproken moet worden dan is de voertaal Engels.. overwegend Engels.. omdat je 
anders mensen daar gewoon van uitsluit. Die.. 
I: Omdat er ook internationale mensen in zitten? 
S: Ja.  
I: Ja precies. 
S: Dus.. het zijn voornamelijk de momenten dat er..denk ik.. dat er verwijzingen worden gedaan naar 
Nederlandse concepten ofzo.  
I: Ja.. en dus als je met Nederlandse medestudenten bent?  
S: Ja.  
I: Onderling.,, (S: ja..) eh,. Nederlands?  
S: Ja.  
I: Oke. Nou top. 
I: Ehm.. als de dan wisselt van het Nederlands naar het Engels.. heb je… maak je daar een bewuste 
keuze voor? Of.. niet? Heb je dat bewust door? 
S: Nee… andersom wel denk ik. Van het Nederlands naar t..En.. of eh.. van het Engels naar het 
Nederlands dat gebeurt meestal gewoon.. en als ik op gegeven moment denk.. nee maar dit moeten 
we in het Engels doen, dan is het wel een bewuste keuze. Dan heeft dat te maken met inderdaad die 
andere student, die internationale student die geen Nederlands spreekt, of.. eh.. terminologie 
waarvn..die ik in het Nederlands niet ken, eh.. dan is het wel een bewuste keuze. Maar eh.. van het 
Engels naar het Nederlands denk ik niet.  
I: Nee,,, heb je ook enig idee waarom niet? 
S: (-) 
I: Beetje een strikvraag! 
S: Ja..  
I: Niet iets waar je elke dag over na denkt. 
S: Nee.. Dat heeft dan.. denk ik toch te maken met het feit dat t..dat t.. je moedertaal is en wat ik net 
ook al zei..op het moment dat je je.. ehm.. bevind in een groep waarvan.eh..van wie iedereen de 
moedertaal Nederlands is dan is dat logischer ofzo..dan gaat dat veel geleidelijker dan dat je een 
taal… eh.. inzet in een taal die niet je eigen taal is.  
I: Nee. Beetje een apart gevoel misschien ook? Om ineens.. 
S: Ja..dan word het eh.. dan staat het iets verder van jezelf af.. denk ik.. dan ben je iets minder 
persoonlijk.. het scheelt niet heel veel, maar dan eh.. ben je denk ik iets minder persoonlijk 
betrokken. 
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I: Een beetje het idee dat als je het Nederlands gebruikt dat je benadrukt dat je dezelfde nationale 
identiteit hebt zegmaar een beetje? Bedoel je dat? 
S: Nee… dat niet zozeer.. het..het.. (-) ik denk dat je vaak.. je..je gaat vaak ook uit van het bekende 
en van waar je..ehm.. van wat je gewend bent. We zijn gewend om Nederlands te spreken. Dus met 
elkaar..eh.. is dat ook een..een eenvoudige keuze. En het moment dat je dan een taal gaat spreken die 
niet je moedertaal is..dan is het een bewuste keuze, denk ik. Dan ga je.. dan kies je drvoor om je 
identiteit los te laten.. 
I: Om af te wijken van het normale..  
S: Ja precies. 
I: Ja..ja,  
I: Even kijken.. nou we hebben het net al een beetje gehad.. of je een situatie kan bedenken waarin je 
het onbeleefd zou vinden om de een of de andere taal te kiezen. 
S: Ja. 
I: Maar daar hebben we het al over gehad natuurlijk. 
S: Ja. Op het moment dat je je in een groep bevind..ehm.. waar mensen gewoon niet de Nederlandse 
taal beheersen..dan is dat gewoon niet oke..dan eh.. dan zorg je dr op dat moment voor dat mensen 
geen onderdeel uit kunnen maken van het gesprek. Andersom denk ik dat dat.. niet.. echt aan de orde 
is.. dat op het moment dat je Engels kiest dat je daarmee mensen uitsluit..niet op de opleiding in ieder 
geval.  
I: Nee… dat je Nederlandse mensen uitsluit als je Engels spreekt. 
S: Nee.. 
I: Nee.. omdat iedereen natuurlijk Engels spreekt.  
S: Ja. 
I; Ja.. Even kijken.. 
S: Nou wat, trouwens, om nog even terug te komen op de vraag waarom we Nederlands spreken.. 
I: Ja? 
S: Ehm… ik denk dat daar ook.. dat de docent daarin een hele grote rol heeft. Dat op het moment dat 
de docent consequent Engels blijft praten, dat je daar veel makkelijker in meegaat dan wanneer 
diezelfde docent..ehm.. eh.. in het Nederlands met je meegaat. Op de.. op mijn vorige opleiding op 
de HvA..eh.. spraken mijn docenten uitsluitend Engels, ook als je in het Nederlands tegen ze begon, 
en dat zorgte er gewoon voor dat je..dat je ook Engels terug ging spreken omdat je wist ja.. 
I: Dat je associatie in het Engels blijft zegmaar..  
S: Ja.. en zij..en je.. je bent je bewust van hun bewustzijn, dat zij een bewuste keuze maken voor het 
Engels en eh… nja.. zeker op een lerarenopleiding  weet je dat ze dat doen om jou daarin te 
beinvloeden dus ga je daarin mee. 
I: Ja. En op deze opleiding is dat natuurlijk iets anders.  
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S: Ja.. hoewel ik wel denk.. het doel van de opleiding is nog steeds wel het opleiden tot goede 
sprekers en schrijvers van het Engels.. 
I: Ja.. 
S: en dat begint bij het gebruiken als voertaal.  
I: Absoluut.. ja!  
I: Eh.. even gluren, volgens mij hebben we het grootste deel alweer gehad… 
S: Oke. 
I: dus dat schiet lekker op! 
I: die hebben we gehad, die hebben we gehad, die hebben we gehad.. 
I: Heb je nog iets toe te voegen misschien over het gebruik van Nederlands in onze opleiding over 
het algemeen? Of iets wat je is opgevallen, iets waarvan je denkt dat ik nog iets aan kan hebben? 
S: Hm.. nou wat mij opvalt is dat er om.. dat er bij eh.. docenten onderling heel veel verschil zit in 
het Engels wat ze gebruiken… en dat is van invloed op de studenten, dus ik denk dat daar.. eh.. nog 
wel winst te behalen valt eh..  
I: En bedoel je dan omdat ze meer of minder engels praten dat wij ook anders taal gaan gebruiken?  
S: Ja..  
I: Kun je dat een beetje uitleggen misschien?  
S: Nou wat ik net al aangaf, dat op het moment dat een docent ..eh.. Engels terugpraat op het moment 
dat je hem of haar in het Nederlands aanspreekt, dan geeft dat een signaal af.. en dat signaal is: 
Engels is de voertaal voor mij. En ehm.. eh.. ik denk dat dat veel meer het geval zou moeten zijn, dat 
eh.. dan dat het nu is.  
I: dat er docenten, sommige zijn, die teveel Nederlands spreken? 
S: Ja. Ja… lead by example toch? Dus.. eh.. dat word niet altijd..eh.. nagestreefd.  
I: Nee.. ben ik met je eens. 
I: Verder nog iets? 
S: Nee verder niks.. 
I: Oke.. nou dankjewel!  
S: Geen punt. 
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Appendix 8.3 – Interview topics and questions sheet. 
 
Introduction of the topic of the research: 
I am conducting a research project for my thesis of the MA in English Language and Linguistics in 
Leiden. I am interested in researching the use of Dutch within postgraduate courses with English as 
the primary medium of instruction. What I intend to find out is whether Dutch is used, what it’s 
functions then are and how the students themselves perceive their language use.  
For ethical considerations, all interviewees will be asked for permission to participate and for their 
interviews to be audio recorded. They will be promised that the content of the interviews will not be 
distributed to anyone but me, the researcher, and perhaps my supervisor and that it will anonymously 
be  presented in the thesis. The permission giving will be been recorded as well, to ensure that the 
rights of both parties can be reinforced and investigated afterwards if necessary.  
I have decided to conduct the interviews in Dutch, as only native Dutch speakers will be interviewed, 
with the main argument that it may be easier for them to express their thoughts and ideas in their 
native language and therefore elicit more authentic and useful data. 
Main questions 
Do you sometimes use Dutch in your lesson/during your education? 
Could you explain a bit more, name a few examples, describe a situation in which you do etc? 
Do you consciously make the choice to use Dutch instead of English? 
Can you think of a situation in which you believe it to be rude to use on language or the other? 
Do you have anything to add, about your use of language or about the general use of Dutch within 
English courses? What is your opinion about it? 
Sub-questions to add if necessary: 
- With/To whom would you speak Dutch? 
 
- About what kinds of things do you talk when you use Dutch? 
(subject related or not?) 
 
- When do you use Dutch? (situations, time frames, etc)  
 
- Can you think of the/some functions of Dutch?  
(e.g. clarification, addressing someone specific?) 
 
- How do you feel when you speak Dutch? 
(more at ease perhaps?) 
 
 
 
